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PREFACE 

One of the tasks assigned to the Governing Council of the United 
Nations Environment Programme by the Genaral Assembly of the United 
Nations in its resolution 2997 (xxvii) of 15 December 1972, is to: 

"Keep under review the world environmental situation in 
order to ensure that emerging environmental problems of wide 
international significance receive appropriate and adequate 
consideration". 

The United Nations Environment Programme has undertaken a number of 
indepth reviews of the environmental aspects of production and use 
of all sources of energy. Three studies have been carried out. The 
first one, dealing with the environmental impacts of production, 
transport, processing and use of fossil fuels. The second study 
deals with the environmental impacts of nuclear energy. The third 
study deals the environmental aspects of renewable sources of 
energy. 

The fourth study deals with the Comparative Assessment on the 
Environmental impacts of the Production and Use of Energy. A panel 
of expert met in Munich in 1980 to discuss the background papers 
prepared by my predecessor Dr. Essam El-Hinnawi on the Comparative 
Assessments of the Environmental Impacts of the Protection and Use 
of Energy. The panel gave a long list of contents and a few 
recommendations. In order to cope with these recommendations and 
tackle effectively this very challenging subject the study was 
divided into a number of phases. 

Phase I serves the purpose of being a source of up-dated information 
of comparative data on the environmental impact of the production 
and use of energy sources. However, these data alone could not be 
used to undertake a complete comparative assessment. This is because 
the environmental impacts of the different energy sources vary in 
magnitude, duration, nature and even in space, i.e., in the place of 
their occurance. For this reason it was necessary a undertake a 
separate study on the cost/benefit analysis of the environmental 
impacts of energy sources. 

Phase II of the comparative assessment consisted thus of a study 
prepared by the Technical Research Centre of Finland on the cost!-
benefit analysis of the environmental impacts of energy sources. Its 
purpose was to take a further step in demonstrating and analysing 
the, methods of comparing the costs and the benefits of the 
environmental impacts of energy sources. The study was discussed in 
an Expert Group Meeting held in Helsinki in 1984. Finalized and 
published in 1985. (UNEP.ERS-15-85). 

The two studies assisted also in pointing out the serious gaps in 
information on the environmental impacts of the production and use 
of energy and the limitations of the cost/benefit analysis approach. 
They also numerated the obstacles in generalizing the data obtained 
in phase I on the emissions, residuals and health hazards of energy 
sources and in undertaking a complete cost/benefit analysis using 
the methods presented in phase II. An extremely important result of 
both studies was that the environmental impacts of the production 
and use of energy is very much site specific. It was also felt that 
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in spite of the guidance the two studies offer to decision-makers, 
planners and scientists there still exists a need of developing that 
"yard stick" which the planners and decision makers can use to 
incorporate the environmental factor into their final planning and 
decision-making processes. Hence was the justification to undertake 
a study on this subject. 

The original purpose of the present study, i.e., phase III of the 
corparative assessment was to assess and develop tools and methods 
for incorporating the environmental factor into energy planning and 
decision making process. However, as a gesture of circumspection 
IJNEP's Programme Management decided to start first with a study on 
the assessment and to concentrate in a separate phase on the 
development and use of these tools and methods. Hence was this study 
the purpose of which was to review the available tools and methods 
for incorporating the environmental factor into energy planning and 
decision making processes particularly in connexion with the 
electric power systems. This was agreed upon and emphasized in 
Helsinki Expert Group Meeting. The Group also emphasized the 
importance of developing the tools and methods needed. 

The present study was supported by the Ministry of Environment of 
Finland, UNEP and the Technical Research Centre of Finland and 
undertaken by the Technical Research Centre of Finland. The research 
team consisted of 

Pekka Pirilä 	leader 
Timo Vienö 
Markus Tähtinen 
Seppo Kärkkäinen 
Hannu Pihala 
Lea Leskinen 

One important point was emphasized in this report, viz, it is 
feasible to develop, apart from what is available, several models 
and computer codes which would be of considerable help to planners 
and decision makers for incorporating the environmental factor into 
energy decision-making process. One important model would be the 
energy-environment optimization model (chapter V). It has the 
advantage of reserving to each country its right of stipulating its 
own environmental laws and regulations in accordance with its 
environmental, social, economic and technical conditions and of 
having, at the same time, an international flexibility. 

It is hoped that the discussions and the examples of the tools and 
methods available to incorporate the environmental factor into 
energy planning and decision making process included in this report 
would be of assistance to decision-makers, and planners and of 
interest to scientists to stimulate their efforts to undertake 
further relevant studies. 

It is also hoped that UNEP would be able to continue its support in 
order to complete the study on the Comparative Assessment and to 
develop and use the tools needed for imcorporating the environmental 
factor in energy planning and decision making process as phase IV of 
the comparative assessment study. This would be of utmost importance 
to planners and decision-makers, and will comply with the 
recommendations of Helsinki Expert Group Meeting. 
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Nairobi, Dec. 1985 	Yehia ElMahgary, Dr.Techn. 
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CHAPTER I 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Planning of electric generation systems is an important field of 
economic planning with long traditions and well developed and 
sophisticated methods. Environmental considerations have entered the 
electric generation planning problems most clearly in many 
hydropower projects, but in particular in recent years increasingly 
in the planning of fossil fueled and nuclear power plants. There 
are, however, no readily available methods in common use for 
including other environmental effects as there are for the 
traditional generating system planning. 

It is the purpose of this report to describe the present situation 
in the field of incorporating the environmental factor energy in 
energy system planning process and to give some guidance on how to 
proceed with planning eletric power ststens in the absence of 
applicable well developed methods. 

The basic difficulties facing the attempt to include the 
environmental factor in the energy planning process are no more due 
to lacking methodology than they are due to lacking quantitative 
information on the environmental impacts and to the difficulties 
inherent in comparing the environmental impacts of very different 
natures to economic values. 

The disparity in the level of applicability of available methods and 
in the amount of quantitative knowledge may easily lead the 
decision-maker to ignore in practice the environmental factor, when 
they are not as well understood as the technico-economic factors. On 
the other hand, the same lack of knowledge makes the decision-maker 
reluctant of effectively withstanding the political pressures and 
requesting additional expenditures to protect the enviroment from 
damages or risks. 

The only way out of this dilemma is to improve the quantitative 
understanding of the environmental effects and the capabilities of 
the decision-makers and planners to compare quantitatively all the 
different consequences of alternative ways of action. This means 
that one should aim at performing a comprehensive analysis of costs 
and benefits of each alternatie and using the results of these 
analyses to assess comparatively the alternatives. The 
decision-making on an important project should thus include data 
collection, risk assessment and management which in turn include 
environmental impact analysis, a cost/benefit analysis and finally a 
comparison of scenarios. The result will be the real comparative 
assessment (Fig. 1.1. Environment line). Whether each of these steps 
should be performed using some traditionel methods is by no means 
equally obvious. 

The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) has collected 
information on the methods of cost/benefit analysis and comparative 
assessment as well as data on the environmental impacts of the 
production and use of energy fources (see e.g. Ahmad, 1981, 1982, 
1983, ElMahgary 1984, VTT, 1985a, UNEP, 1985b). Similar work has 
been performed by several other international and national 
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organizations (OECD, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1983, House, 1981, Ratick, 
1983, Friedrich, 1984). University groups and research laboratories 
have developed more sophisticated methods, based often on large 
mathematical models (Dennis, 1978, Foell et al., 1981, Abilock and 
Fishbone, 1979, Schrattenholzer, 1981), but there have commonly been 
difficulties in attemps to apply them in practical planning 
situations. 

B. PLANNING OF THE ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM 

The basic requirement for electric power system is that it can 
assure with high reliability the supply of electricity under all 
foreseeable situations. The planning situation is made complicated 
by the fact that construction of power plants and transmission 
systems takes typically 5 - 10 years from the date the decision on 
the construction is made to the date the corresponding power is 
available. Thus the future needs of generating capacity has to be 
estimated years in advance - a task that has turned out to be 
impossible to perform with good accuracy even in highly 
industrialized countries with mature economies and energy systems 
and long traditions in collecting statistics and preparing economic 
forecasts. 

The second starting point in power system planning is the economic 
aspects. The total costs of producing electricity should be kept as 
low as possible. The long planning horizon and rapidly changing fuel 
prices make costs comparisons even more difficult than the 
estimation of the need of capacity. 

Estimation of the need for generating capacity and of the 
consumption of electricity is usually not included in the planning 
models, but separately done on basis of national economic forecasts, 
pasts trends, estimated technological development, known or 
forecasted large industrial investements, etc. Also the national 
energy policy has naturally its bearing on the need of eletricity. 
(Fig. 1.1. Energy line). 

The uncertainties of the demand and economical forecastas lead often 
to the need of analyzing several alternative cases (scenarios). On 
comparing the results of these several analyses one should search 
for a programme for expanding the generating system thatc an without 
excessive economic penalities be adjusted to each of the scenarios. 

The traditional planning methods for electric generation expansion 
concentrates on estimating the right amount and timing of capacity 
additions together with choosing the most economic plant types for 
the expansion. In recent years environmental considerations have 
been included in some countries in planning systems, but, in 
general, not at a level or a stage comparable in importance with 
economic fac.ors. 

A systematic approach to energy planning includes a number of steps, 
such as 

- 	defining the goals and wider objectives of the 
plan, 

- 	determining the approach to be taken, 
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- 	identifying the information required from the 
planning process, 

- 	choosing the analyzing process, 
- 	conductiong the analysis, 
- 	presentation of the results to decision-makers, and 
- 	preparing the energy plan. 

The methods used in electric generation planning include various 
optimization methods (most notably dynamic and linear programming), 
simulation of demand and availability variations and supplementary 
models or methods used in economic calculations and many other 
subtasks of the analysis. Some models use straightforward 
optimization without simulation, some others are pure simulation 
models. A combination of both techniques is also used. 

The main role of simulation is to take into account short term 
variations in the load, including seasonal, weekly, daily and in 
some cases even shorter term variations although, these are usually 
taken care of by spinning reserve capacity and peaking units, whose 
planning can be kept as a separate shorter term planning task. md 
addition to the variations in the load, also the availability of 
each unit in the generating system is taken into account in typical 
simulation programs as this has an equally important effect on the 
ability to balance the generation and the load. Pure simulation 
models can be used in detailed analysis of the reliability and 
operational costs of a small number of alternative expansion plans. 

Optimization is used in general to find the least total cost 
alternative to satisfy a given need for electricity. Pure 
optimization models cannot take fully into account the ariations in 
load and availability. Therefore they are most commonly used in 
preliminary screening of the alternatives and in very long term 
planning. Neither of these tasks requires detailed studies of 
reliability. 

In a comprehensive model like WASP (IAEA, 1984) or EGEAS (EPRI, 
1982) a combination of simulation and optimization is used. Such 
models require extensive computer calculations and are thus 
relatively expensive to use. A large amount of experience has been 
obtained on the use of these models proving their usefulness in 
performing the tasks they have been built to perform. A complete 
simulation of the load variations is usually considered to be too 
wasteful to be included in the optimization calcualtions. Therefore, 
only part of the variations is simulated, while the rapid daily 
variations are included throuugh the use of load duration 
functions. 

The planning of expansion in the hydropower capacity differs in many 
respects from the planning of other power plants. One important 
difference is that every hydropower project has its own unique 
charactristics with respect to the size of the plant, variations of 
availability during the year and from year to year, and with respect 
to the construction cost of the plant. Possibly the largest 
differences are, however, due to the darn and reservoir projects very 
often connected to the construction of the plant and the various 
further effects related to the water management. The planning of 
hydroprojects is therefore in most cases done separately from the 
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rest of electric system planning and included in the latter as 
predeterminded additions to the generating capacity. The planning of 
hydroprojects with its multitude of positive and negative 
consequences to the society and environment forms a traditional 
field of application for cost-benefit analysis. It is not considered 
further in this report. 

In most planning models of electric generating systems the environ-
mental consideration have been either completely excluded or they 
have been included on an incomplete level. In many optimizing models 
a number of environmental factors is calculated and listed as 
output, but they do not affect the optimization itself. In some 
others, mainly linear programming models, environmental constraints 
could be set up or some measure of environmental factor be could 
included in the objective function. In many cases only the total 
emitted amounts of certain pollutants were taken into acount, other 
environmental consequences were left outside the model system. 

C. METHODS USED IN ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF ENERGY SYSTEMS 

The first step of all environmental assessments is to collect the 
avialable data on all significant environmental consequences of the 
project alternatives being considered (first two blocks of 
environment line Fig. 1.1). In order that the conclusions and 
results of the comparison based on this data would be meaningful, 
the selection of the environmental impacts to be considered must be 
based only on the significance of the impacts, not on the quality of 
the data available. The handling of purely qualitative "low-quality" 
data is certainly difficult in the later steps of the analysis, but 
this should never be accepted as the reason for leaving the impact 
out of comparisons. 

A badly known, or only qualitatively described, impact, when well 
enough understood, might reverse the whole conclusion. Thus it may 
be more useful to concentrate on improving the knowledge on this 
point than to perform a sophisticated model analysis of the impacts 
which are better understood but have less consequences. Similar 
considerations apply to collecting quantitative data: the importance 
of the data should always dominate over the accuracy and ease by 
which the data can be obtained. 

The proces of collecting and reporting the environmental 
consequences of a project is commonly known as environmental impact 
analysis or assessment (EIA) which is a part of the risk assessment 
process. An EIA is an integral part of licencing procedures of major 
energy and industrial facilities in many countries. The form and 
content of EIA depends greatly on the project in focus, but many 
common aspects can be discerned in the methodology and composition 
of environmental assessments. 

Proceeding beyond collecting and reporting a description of the 
various environental consequences of a projet one may try to rank 
several alternatives with the help of a comparative assesment. In a 
classical comparative assessment the differences in the consequences 
of the alternatives are obtained, but usually no attempt is made to 
produce a single value of merit, in monetary or any otehr units. 
Thus it is common that the analyzing team leaves the final ranking 
or choice of the best option to decision-makers without giving any 
clear recommendations. 



A comparative assessment should always be defined in such a way that 
all the major direct and indirect differences resulting from the 
alternative decision will be taken into account. For more details on 
the definition of comparative assessment please refer to phase I of 
this study (UNEP, 1985a). If domestically produced fuels are used in 
the power plants being compared, the implicants of fuel production 
should in some way be taken into account. This includes, of course, 
equally the impacts on local economy and employment and of course 
practical to rest on a separate analysis of the mining project e.g., 
an a include the effects from the conclusions of this analysis. When 
the analysis is performed, e.g., by a country importing all its coal 
and oil, it might appear prudent to exclude the effects of coal 
mining from the comparison of coal and oil fired power plants. Those 
effects should be taken into account by the exporting country in 
deciding on the price of coal and, indeed, on the willingness to 
export coal at all. 

An example of comparative assessments have been performed in the 
OECD's Compass Project (OECD, 1983) discussed briefly in this 
report. In extensive comparative assessments very large amounts of 
information are often collected and manipulated. Several large 
computer implemented models have been developed to aid in this work. 
Perhaps the most comprehensive model is the Strategic Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) of the U.S.A. to assess the impact of EPA 
policies on the economy and the environment (House, 1977). Another 
large model system developed by the University of Wisconsin and 
International Institute for Applied. System Analysis (Dennis, 1978, 
Foell, 1981) is described in chapter IV of this report. 

One principal limitation of the classical comparative assessment is 
that usually no clear recommendations are given for the action to be 
taken. This would require accounting of all the costs and all the 
benefits of on a common scale and adding them up to give a 
quantitative ranking of the projects. If benefits are taken positive 
and costs negative, a positive sum would indicate a worthwhile 
project and a negative sum a project to be rejected. From several 
scenarios the one with largest positive sum should be chosen (or 
possible the one with largest sum compared to total investments 
included in the project). Analysis of this type is called 
cost-benefit analysis (CBA). Methods and uses of CBA have been 
discussed in several publications of !JNEP (Ahmad, 1981, 1982, 1983, 
ElMahgary 1984, UNEP, 1985b and others. 

Although CBA may appear the ultimate and best guide for 
decision-making on large projects, it is beset with many 
difficulties. First of all the fully quantitative nature of CBA 
requires that all factors being taken into account should be given 
quantitatively an in the same units. This leads in practice either 
to neglecting effects that are too difficult to quantify or to 
performing more or less arbitrary quantifications of these effects. 
When the results are then summarized in extreme cases by one number, 
the results may be dominated by the arbitrary and subjective choices 
done by the analyst. When the analyst indicates properly this 
weakness of the analysis, the decision-maker may be unwilling to 
give any value to the CBA. The situation is, of course, worse, if 
uncertainties and subjectiveness of the analysis are left unstated. 

Various methods have been developed for involving the decision-maker 
in the definition of the difficult-to-define coefficients in order 
to get rid of the subjective judgement of the analyst and to replace 
it by the supposedly more relevant opinions of the decision-maker. 
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Commonly these methods are, however, not sufficiently transparent to 
allow intelligent use of them by anybody except (possibly) modeling 
experts. In other words, they can provide only very limited support 
for the decision- maker. 

From the above discussion of CBA, it follows that a complete and 
fully quantitative CAB is a goal worth the pursuit, though currently 
seems very difficult to achieve. After all, any method of making a 
choice between several alternatives involves an implied relative 
valuation of the alternatives. An explicit, openly discussed 
relative valuation should, in general, be better than an implied, 
intuitive valuation by one or few decision-makers. 

There are some more fundamental limitations in the basic idea of a 
complete CBA, e.g., that there should exist exactly one best 
solution to a planning problem. This is, however, hardly the normal 
situation, because there are no unique values that could be used to 
indicate, which society is best. Even this fundamental limitation 
should sometimes be remembered, although it often can be ignored in 
the practical analysis. The largest practical risks are, however, 
related to the use of an incomplete or badly performed CBA as a 
replacement of a more transparent approach to decision-making. 

On the other hand CBA would be extremely useful if its purpose will 
not be limited to comparing in monetary terms the costs and benefits 
but rather to provide the decision-makers with the adequate 
information of the costs and benefits of the different alternatives 
at different risk levels. These are the basic data needed in making 
decisions on pollution control and accepted risk levels (fourth 
block in environmental line fig. 1.1). 

In some comparison the comprehensiveness of CBA is either 
unnecessary or not easy to achieve. A more limited approach called 
cost-effectiveness analysis can be used instead. In 
cost-effectiveness analysis the least-cost method of reaching the 
objective is searched for or the unit cost of, e.g., reducing the 
total emissions of SO2  is calculated for various alternatives. The 
cost-effectiveness analysis is a natural part of any CBA, indeed 
several cost-effectiveness analyses are usually performed during an 
extensive CBA. 

One further step which logically follows the CBA is to computerize 
decision-making through the use of mathematical optimization techni-
ques. In principle they start from an approach of CBA and use some 
optimization procedure to look for the best solution in the sense of 
the CBA. Multigoal optimization methods, which require interactive 
usage by the modeler or decision-maker are often applied. If the 
approach is not carefully developed and applied, practical 
considerations might force the modeler to accept a rough and much 
aggregated model for the description of the problem. This seems to 
be a serious limitation of the method. In this case it would be very 
difficult even for an expert to judge, how meaningful were the 
results. 

If, however a decision could be reached on the accepted level of 
pollution/risk, using the above mentioned information, then the rest 
is a straightforward optimization process in which the environmental 
factor could be incorporated Fig. 1.1. 



D. FEW RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INTEGRATING THE ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
INTO POWER PLANNING SYSTEMS 

In the previous sections and in more details in the rest of this 
report, methods that have been used in electric generation system 
planning and environmental considerations, have been described and 
commented upon. The variability of the planning problems and 
resources available to planning make the presentation of generally 
applicable recommendations on methods to use very difficult. 
Therefore the recomemdations to be presented below are not very 
specific or concrete. They also may not apply to all generating 
systems. 

Use transparent methods. This may be the most umportant 
point, often repeated, but equally often neglected in 
practice. Transparency means that the user of the 
analysis understands precisely the connectiion between 
the important starting points and the results of the 
analysis. 

Only through transparency can the user judge properly the 
role of uncertain or subjective inputs to the analysis. 
The extent of these uncertainties and subjective inputs 
makes the transparency more central in environmental 
decision-making than in many other planning problems. 

Be comprehensive. The whole idea of including the 
environmental factor in energy planning is to avoid 
one-sided, biased decisions. Comprehensiveness means that 
no important factors are to be neglected. If the effort 
that can be put to the analysis is limited, leave out 
detailed studies of factors of less than crucial 
importance. 

Be as quantitative as possible (but do not spend effort 
on unimportant details). Performing a quantitative 
analysis, whenever data of sufficient reliability and 
accuracy is available helps greatly the decision-making 
stage, because a large number of factors can thus be 
summarized by a small number of quantitative results of 
analysis. Even the requirement of transparency can be 
relaxed, if both data and methods of analysis are 
generally accepted as reliable. 

Some quantitative analysis should be applied also to less 
understood factors, here the transparency of the analysis 
is crucial. 

Be open about uncertainties. Uncertainties may be due to 
statistical fluctuations, attempts to forecast the future 
or imperfect knowledge of facts. Technically the reason 
for uncertainty makes usually little difference. For 
statistical fluctuations the probability distribution is, 
however, often known making possible the calculation of 
expectation values and statistical variations of the 
results of the analysis. In other cases some typical 
situatiosn or perhaps extreme cases can be analyzed to 
indicate the extent of uncertainty. Uncertainties about 
the future are often taken care of through analysis of 
several scenarios, sensitivity analysis or probabilistic 
functions (UNEP 1985a). 



5. Be open about subjectivity. Objectivity should, of 
course, be aimed at, whenever possible, but the 
environmental problems seldom allow avoiding all 
subjectivity. All significat subjective choises should be 
indicated and justified, commonly presented alternative 
views should also be presented together with arguments 
for and against these views. The analysis should either 
be presented for all justified views or it should be 
transparent enough to allow the decision-maker to deduce 
the consequence of various points of view. 

Choice of methodolog 

The five recommendations presented above do not contain any direct 
comments on the basic choice of the analyzing method to be used in 
some particular situation. They have, however, clear implications on 
the methodology. 

For maximum transparency and optimal use of analyzing resources, the 
methods should not be unnecessarily complicated. The level of useful 
quantitative accuracy is limited by the most significant 
unresolvable uncertainties in the data base, although it is, of 
course, worthwhile to calculate all the well-known factors with the 
full accuracy available without extra effort. 

In considerations of expansion planning of large or even 
intermediate generating systems it is usually advisable to use at 
some stage one of the models described in the chapter II or some 
similar model. Presently none of these models supports a 
comprehensive enough analysis of environmental factors, although 
many of them perform very useful subtasks for the environmental 
analysis. For more limited problems it is not always necessary to 
use any models to study the need, timing or economy of the power 
plant. 

With the present level of availability of computing resources and 
supporting soft-ware, it is practically invariably advisable to 
collect the information needed in environmental analysis to some 
computerized data base. Depending on the continuity and level of the 
environmental planning the data base may be a large continuously 
maintained one on a large main-frame computer system or a simple 
partly temporary dat.a base on a personal computer. In the former 
case the data base in used by large programs or computer models like 
the SEAS system mentioned above. In the latter case the whole 
analysis can perhaps be performed with the help of some commercial 
data base management and/or spreadsheet program. 

Structurally complicated models are usually quite sensitive to 
changes in some input parameters like environmental impact 
coefficients and, in general, they are far from being transparent. 
The great uncertainties in much of the environmental impact data and 
the difficulties in obtaining unanimosity on the valuation of many 
environmental impacts make therefore such models quite unsuitable 
for practical environmental planning. 

On the other hand a large energy system and comprehensive coverage 
of many environmental impacts may be most transparently represented 
by a large model, whose complexity is due to a large amount of 
detailed data. Indeed a detailed model with straightforward 
structure is often more transparent than a more compact model of the 
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same system, because the latter is usually be based on more 
extensive aggregation. The aggregation of similar but nonidentical 
factors contains usually somewhat arbitrary choices, which make the 
model less objective and and often less transparent. 

Combined models of the whole planning problem, including the 
requirements on the electricity supply system, economy and the 
environmental factors, can most easily be used in very long term 
planning and preliminary screening of the alternatives. At this 
level relatively straightforward models are generally used. Typical 
methods are simple bookkeeping models (basically of the structure of 
a spreadsheet) and perhaps most commonly linear programming. In 
these tasks linear programming is, in general, used in a way that 
might be called "simulation mode", because it is not really used to 
find a optimum, but rather to find just a feasible solution 
satisfying a very restrictive set of constraints. 

In more detailed planning it appears from currently available models 
that a fully unified model including technical, economic and 
environmental considerations in sufficient detail is not practical. 
As is already the case with many generating system planning models, 
a number of environmental consequences can be calculated at this 
state. Similarly some environmental requirements can be included as 
constraints. Further, arrangements can be made for transferring the 
results of the above mentioned stage to the environmental data base 
for use in more comprehensive environmental analysis. This 
comprehensive analysis and the final choise of the best option 
should, in this approach, be made with the help of more transparent 
methods that allow giving proper weight to nonquantifiable and 
imprecisely known factors. 

In case a detailed cost/benefit analysis and decisions on the 
accepted level of risk/pollution would be taken as anterior to the 
use of the model, the construction of energy-environment 
optimization models is advantageous and could be recommended. This 
reserves to each country the right of stipulating its own 
environmental laws and regulations in accordance with its 
environmental, social, economic and technical conditions - and at 
the same time gives the model an international flexibility. The 
purpose of the model will be to optimize the expansion and operation 
of the power system taking the environmental aspects into 
consideration. Hence it could be effectively used as a tool to 
incorporate the environmental factor into energy planning and 
decision making processes (Fig. 1.1). 
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CHAPTER II 

PLANNING OF THE EXPANSION OF ELECTRIC SYSTEMS AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT ROLE 

INTRODUCTION 

Planning of the electric generation system cannot be carried 
out without taking into account the interactions of the power 
systems with the other energy systems and furthermore with the 
rest of economy. This chapter mainly concentrates on the 
description of the methods and models used in electric genera-
tion expansion planning. Few words are, also said on the 
general energy planning and on its interaction with power 
system planning. Furthermore a short description is given on 
the methods of how the environmental factors are taken into 
account in the electric generation planning models. More 
specific description of incorporating environmental factors in 
general energy system planning is given in the next chapter. 

PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH EXPANSION OF ELECTRIC POWER 
SYSTEMS 

1. Power system planning as a part of general energy planning 

The needs that an energy sypply system should meet are 
constantly changing, e.g., due to changes in prices of energy 
and materials, new technologies or environmental requirements. 
Therefore the effective energy planning is a dynamic process 
that is repeated periodically and is adjusted to changing 
conditions. It can be said (IAEA 1984) that 

The energy planning process is the systematic assembly 
and analysis of information about energy supply and 
demand and the presentation of this information to 
decision-makers who must choose an appropriate course 
of action 

A systematic approach to energy planning includes a number of 
steps, such as 

- 	defining the goals and wider objectives of the plan 
- 	determining the approach to be taken 
- 	identifying the information required from the planning 

process, 
- 	choosing the analysis process, 
- 	conducting the analysis 
- 	presentation of the results to decision-makers and 
- 	preparing the energy plan 

The planning procedure and especially the analytical techniques 
and the methods of integrating the results of the different 
tasks may vary considerably depending on the needs of the 
country. However, there is a typical sequency of tasks that 
should be included in an energy analysis according to figure 
2.1 (IAEA 1984) 

The tasks are basically divided into the data base development 
and the integrated analysis. The database development is 
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designed to assemble all the necessary information required to 
conduct an energy analysis. The integrated analysis is designed 
to structure the data into a consistent format that allows the 
planner to evaluate alternative scenarios. There is also a 
reviewing and evaluating procedure. Several iterations may be 
required as the results of the analysis become available. 

- 
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Fig. 2.1. Typical sequence of tasks in energy planning. 
Source: IAEA U984) 

The methods and analytical tools used in electric system 
planning are similar to the above described methods used in 
energy planning. The main distinction is in the level of 
details. The main benefits of linking the two planning 
activities include 

- 	avoiding duplication of effort, 
- 	consistency of assumptions for important independent 

variables, and 
- 	umderstanding the basis for the forecasts. 

The main links between electric system planning and energy 
planning are 

- 	demand forecasts, which should account for anticipated 
economic activity, population growth, and other 
driving forces for changes in electricity demand over 
time, 

- 	financial analysis, especially financial constraints 
due to lack of capital, 

- 	ui-se of resources (fuel, labour) and 
- 	environmental requirements. 

From the methodological point of view there is no reason why 
the electric generation planning and the energy system planning 
cannot be conducted in a consistent way. The organizational 
requirements for implementing this are often the only 
obstacles. 
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2. Objectives of electric generation planning 

The primary objective of electric generation planning is to 
meet adequately the demand for electric power at the minimum 
cost, taking into account the existing constraints, such as 
financial limits, domestic resource availability, and 
technical, environmental and political constraints. The time 
frame in generation planning is usually medium-term (5-10 
years) or long-term (> 10 years) term. Only the planning of new 
peaking or cycling units can be done for less than 5 years' 
period. 

The basic questions to be answered in the planning are (IAEA 
1984) - what capacities (type and size) to install ? 
- when is the proper time to incorporate them into the 

system ? 
- where to locate them ? 
- how to pick up the best combination among the 

different technologies at hand now and later on ? 

Most models for long-term optimization of generating systems 
attempt to answer to at least three of these questions (where ? 
being the usual exception). 

The development and expansion of power systems usually take 
place within a country or region where national or local energy 
policy provides wider objectives for the planning. These must 
be taken into account in the optimization of expansion and they 
may cause difficulties in the optimization. Also the power 
utility itself has other objectives than purely economic, such 
as 

- long-term security of fuel supply 
- utilization of domestic fuels and industry to ensure 

maintenance, spare parts, trained people etc. 

The generation planning is also only a part of the whole power 
system planning including transmission and distribution system 
planning, financial analysis etc. Simultaneous consideration of 
the whole system is not possible. Therefore the long-term 
exansion planning of modern power systems is a step-by-step 
procedure, in which the planning is divided into two main 
phases according to the figur 2.2. 

In the economic optimization phase the most economical 
expansTon plan is searched according to the economic criteria 
selected for comparing the alternatives, while providing a 
satisfactory level of system reliability and continuity of 
supply and obeying other qualifiable constraints. In the 
detailed analysis phase the results of economic optimization 
re analysed and it is determined whether they are feasible 
from the standpoint of the system characteristics and the 
economic and financial situation of the region or country 
concerned. From this analysis the planner will check in more 
detail all potential constraints which were not explicitly 
taken into account in the previous phase. 

In the following the main emphasis is made on methods and 
nodels used in the economic optimization of the expansion 
of power generating systems. 
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Phase 1: (conornlc Comparison of (sponsion Altarnotir. Plans 	 Phase 2: Further Analysis of (spansion Alternative Plans 

r--------- --- -------------- I 

Generation System Expansion 	'Tiansmtssion System £.ponon 

Fig. 2.2. Schematic representation of the planning process and 
consideration of constraints (IAEA, 1984). 

C. OPTIMIZATION METHODS USED IN EXPANSION PLANNING 

1. Optimization methods used in expansion planning 

1.1 Definition of the expansion planning problem 

Problem formulation 

The optimization problem encountered in planning for 
electricity generation capacity expansion can be formulated as 
follows: 

The demand for electrical energy is assumed to be given for 
each year of the planning period. This demand must be 
covered so that the total cost of electricity generation is 
minimized within the possibilities and restrictions defined 
by the planner. 

The key elements in the problem are: 
- The set of possible expansion plans considered. 
- The set of restrictions and requirements to be met. 
- The optimization criterion used to select the optimal 
plan from the feasible plans. 

The set of possible expansion plans is described by decisions 
variables. The restrictions and requirements define the 
feasible plans within the set of possible plans. The 
optimization criterion is usually the discounted total cost of 
electricity generation. 

Desicion variables 

The planner must first definite the length of the overall 
planning horizon. As the technical planning and constrution 
period for large hydroelectric or condensing power plants is 
5-10 years, the planning horizon should be long, 20-30 years. 
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This in turn increases the data requirements and the volume of 
calculations to such an extend that, in practice the planner 
must often be content with shorter planning periods, say 15 
years. In the following the planning horizon is denoted by T. 

The different types of power plants that are candidates in the 
expansion plan are defined. The index i = l,...,I distinguishes 
the type of plants Let us denote by n(t) the number of plants 
of type i which are put into commercial operation at the 
beginning of year t. The unknowns n 1 (t), where i = l,...,I, and 
t = 1,...,T, are the decision variables of the problem, and 
their totality forms the expansion plan. 

A considerable amount of detailed technical analysis is 
required before the definition of the plant types to be 
considered in the, expansion plan. It is not advisable to 
consider all theoretically possible alternatives within the 
optimization problem, since the data collection and the optimi-
zation would be too expensive. Instead, a realistic set of 
plant types must be chosen which includes base load units, 
variable load units and peaking units. 

All hydropower projects are individual with their own cost and 
production characteristics. Of course, hydropower plants may be 
included among the plant type i, each plant as its own type. 
For each hydropower project n 1  (t) = 1 or 0, depending on 
whether the plant is built an put into operation in the year t 
or not. 

However, hydropower plants have many definite advantages over 
other types of plants: independence of the raw energy market, 
no pollution, excellent reliability and load- following charac-
teristics, and an energy source that can be stored in water 
reservoirs. For this reason hydro- projects are usually decided 
on an individual basis. They are taken as fixed additions to 
capacity in the overall optimization. Otherwise, the heavy 
investment costs, combined with high discount rates, could make 
hydroprojects appear economically infeasible. On the other 
hand, the profitability of some hydroprojects is so clear that 
it is not necessary to include these projects in an 
optimization process. 

Many of the difficulties with the plant-capacity optimization 
problem are due to the fact that it is only possible to add an 
integral number or units of the capacity. 

The decision variables n(t)  are positive integers (or zeros) 
and the capacity assumes discrete values. The optimization 
problem is a large discrete problem which is much more comp-
licated than a similar problem with "continuous" decision 
variables. In certai.n long term studies it may be advantageous 
to approximate the problems so that all positive capacity 
values are allowed - not only the capacity values which consist 
of an integral number of plants. 

In addition to the decision variables n(t) concerning capacity 
additions, the planning problem includes decisions and 
corresponding decision variables that describe operation of the 
capacity; these variables describe operation by plan type, the 
use of raw energy, etc. 
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c) Restrictions and reauirements 

Resource requirements are the main source of the different 
restrictions that must be met by all feasible plans. In 
general, the following constraints can be given. 

Demand must be met. 
Constraints on the amount of new capacity 
should meet certain limits. 

iii.Raw energy constraints. 
iv. Environmental constraints. 
V. Technical requirements. 

In a mathematical optimization problem the restrictions on 
decision variables x1,.. Xn are usually defined through 
constraint expressions 

q1 (x 1 ,..., ) ) < O,i = 

The expansion planning problem, however, is so complicated 
that it is usually impossible to write down all the 
constraints q 1  and proceed in a formal, mathematical way. 
Instead, the values of different constrained variables are 
calculated and the solution either accepted or rejected on the 
basis of these values. 

The motivation for capacity planning is the requirement that 
predicted demand must be met. Owing to the regular and random 
variations of the load, planned maintenance and random outages 
of the capacity, the form of the demand restriction becomes 
very complicated. It is not possible to require that capacity 
be sufficient to cover the load under all circumstances. 
Instead reliability requirements are defined for the 
solution. 

Limited investment resources put limits on the amount of new 
capacity which can be built each year. Also, the planning and 
construction time for different types of unit define limits to 
the expansion plan. 

The total amount of different 
for electricity generation is 
define exact numerical limits 
in the optimization. However, 
certainly one of the most imp 
capacity planning. 

types of raw energy available 
limited. It may be hard to 
and apply these as constraints 
raw energy availability is 
rtant problems in long term 

Sulphur dioxide and other air-borne emissions are the most 
harmful pollutants from fossil-fuelled power plants. Nuclear 
energy also poses environmental problem. The environmental 
effects of fossil power and nuclear power are so different in 
nature that a common measure can hardly be defined. 
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d) Optimization criterion 

The function to be minimized is the sum of discounted yearly 
costs for electricity generation. The costs include the 
following items: 

For new plants only 
- capital investment costs, 
- salvage value of investment costs 

For all plants 
- raw energy costs 
- fuel stock costs 
- operation and maintenance costs 

In general, every cost item must be included that is dependent 
on the expansion schedule. Capital investment costs for old 
plants are the same for all expansion plans, and thus they 
have no effect on optimization. These costs may therefore be 
omitted in expansion planning. However, this constant item can 
be included in the cost calculations. 

The salvage value is calculated on the basis of plant life-
time. There is a further cost item which may be included in 
the cost function, viz, the cost of energy not made available. 
The difficulty with this elegant approach is the calculation of 
the normally nonlinear cost function. It is of cource totally 
independent of electricity production. 

2. The central tasks in capacity optimization 

a) General 

In order to construct an electrical generation expansion plan, 
any approach must analyse certain central tasks. These tasks 
are treated in the following. In many cases an exact analysis 
of a subtask would lead to a very complicated and extensive 
mathematical study. Thus, in practice the planner must always 
choose approximations, and the alternative planning approaches 
and models differ from each other with respect to the approxi-
mations. There is no universal best method, rather a tradeoff 
between accuracy and the amount of study required, and between 
the amount of detail and flexibility. 

d) Demand description 

Let us consider any future year within the planning horizon. 
The time variable within the year is denoted by y, 0 < y < Y 
(=1 year), and the predicted demand is D(y). 

When considering a future year, the demand is a random func-
tion, i.e. a function which varies stochastically. In capacity 
planning the demand is not usually treated formally as a random 
function - this would lead to a very complicated stochastic 
optimization problem. Instead different approximate methods to 
handle the variation of the demand are used. 



A common approximation is to use the load duration function 
f(y) or actually its inverse function which is defined as 
follows: 

For any value of the loal P y = f{P1} gives the 
expected duration of time during which the demand 
D(t) > P. 

So, if P is larger than the maximum of the demand, then 
y = f 1 {P =)/ 	 u and if p is smaller than the minimum, the 
y = f 1 jp = Y. As the load duration curve is formed, all 
information of the time order of the loads is lost. If the 
demand is described by a load duration curve, then it is 
impossible to treat any genuinely dynamic phenomena within the 
model. One compromise, which was used, e.g., in COMCELH model, 
is to first divide the year Y into subperiods Yr'  r = 
and then to describe the load with a duration curve within each 
subperiod (ElMahgary &Larsson 1976). 

The continuous load duration curve may be further approximated 
by a step function or by a Fourier series expression (Jenkins 
et. al., 1977). Newer approximations are the representation of 
load duration curve with an analytic expression - a series of 
statistical cumulants fitted to the curve- (EPRI, 1982) or with 
a mixture of normals approximation (EPRI, 1985). These new 
methods improve essentially the calculation of production 
costs. 

If the load duration curve is formed directly from the load 
values, then the area under the curve is the expected yearly 
energy consumption. Usually, the load duration curve is 
normalized so that the area under the curve equals 1 and the 
yearly energy and the shape of the load curve are predicted 
separately. The duration curve may be determined from histori-
cal data about load variations. If the same curve is used for 
planning work, the assumption is made that the pattern of load 
variations remains constant. 

c) Generation capacity description 

The level of detail in defining the generating capacity may 
vary. In general the thermal power plants are described by the 
following data: 

Capacity of the plant 
- Maximum (net) capacity 
- Minimum capacity = minimum possible running 

level (0 	also possible). 

Heat rate 
- Heat rate valid at the minimum capacity level. 
- Heat rate valid between mm. and max. capacities. 
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Availability of the plant 
- Scheduled maintenance requirements (days/year) 
- Failure probability (forced outage rate) 

outside scheduled maintenance. 

Cost data 
- 	Capital investment costs. 
- 	Fuel costs. 
- 	Fuel inventory costs. 
- 	Operating and maintenance costs. 

V. 	Plant life-time. 

For hydropower stations the description depends very much on 
the accuracy required. aant data typically include the 
following: 

Power capacity 
- Maximum and eventually minimum capacity. 

Energy capacity 
- Energy available per period. 
- Energy storage capacity of the reservoirs. 

Cost data 
- Capital investment costs. 
- Operating and maintenance costs. 

Plant life-time. 

Energy and power capacities are subject to random variations 
from year to year. The calculations may be based on one sets of 
hydrological data only and this set then represents the average 
(expected) year. Varying hydrological conditions require their 
own sets of hydrological data with the probability for the 
occurrence of such a year. 

d) The load models for the calculation of production costs and 
eTibi1itj 

The production costs and the reliability must be determined for 
each year of the study and for each configuration considered 
for expansion. 

The load is usually described by a load duration curve as 
explained above. Basically this load is allocated to capacity 
in a certain loading order. The order is either part of the 
input data or it is determined on the basis of the running 
production costs of the units. The plants (or units) are loaded 
one by one and the forced outage rate is taken into considera-
tion in the process. Maintenance is scheduled during subperiods 
of the year. 
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The methods used in taking into account the forced outages of 
units have essential effects on the simulation time of produc-
tion costs and the accuracy of the simulation and the 
reliability calculation. The aim is usually to form the 
equivalent load duration curve (ELDCj for each generating unit. 
This is done by computing the "equivalent demand" on a 
particular unit as a sum of customer demand and forced outages 
of previously loaded units. Basically, this calculation is done 
as a convolution of load curves and probabilistic forced outage 
curves. However, the straightforward convolution is time-
consuming and more efficient methods are used especially in 
considering large systems. As was stated earlier, the methods 
can be based e.g. on Fourier series (WASP-program, Jenkins, et. 
al., 1977) or on the moments of equivalent load (EGEAS-program, 
EPRI, 1982) or on the mixture of normals approximation (EPRI, 
1985) 

The load model determines the anticipated energy generation fcrc 
all plants during the year, and the reliability of the system. 

Reliability calculations 

When in the calculation of equivalent load duration curve 
(ELDO , all units with their outages are included, the expected 
unserved energy may be obtained as an area under the remaining 
curve, thus providing a measure of system reliability. The 
height of that same curve at the capacity point of the last 
unit in the loading order is the "Loss of Load Probability" 
(LOLP). 

Runninq costs 

The yearly production by each plant (or unit) in the generation 
determines the running costs in a straightforward way. Raw 
energy costs are the dominating item. In order to calculate 
these raw energy prices the energy efficiences of the units are 
needed. Operation and maintenance costs C 1  for each unit i are 
calculated as the sum 

C l= C j + C, where Ci=  a llEi  and C 2L = a 2jF. 

Ei is the yearly energy production by the unit i as determined 
by the load model and a1j is the time-dependent operation and 
maintenance costs, a is a proportionality factor (constant) 
and F is the manned time, usually 1 year. 

The only problems in production/running costs are thus to find 
adequate estimates for fuel prices and other cost parameters 
and to determine the loading of the units in all difficult 
situations where these costs are needed. 
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Investment costs 

First, the total capital investment I for each new plant i is 
calculated. This includes the interest charges during construc-
cion time. The discount rate p to be used in investment costs 
talculations is then decided upon. The third parameter needed 
the lifetime a of the plant. The most convenient way to 
calculate the investment costs is usually the following: for 
cach new plant the cost is the discounted investment minus the 
discounted salvage value at the end of the planning period. For 
dexample, if the costs at the beginning of a 20-year planning 
period are calculated and at the beginning of year 5 a new lant 
of type i, with a 25-year lifetime, is put into operation, the 
cost Ki  is 

K= (1+p)41 - (l+p) -20  • 1-(1+0Y 9  I. 
1 	 1 	l-(l+p)25 

where the second term represents the salvage value. 

In the determination of the discount rate the effect of infla-
tion has to be subtracted from the nominal interest rate. 

Algorithms for capacity planning optimization 

The capacity optimization problem is a large mathematical 
optimization task with discrete variables The planner must use 
his own judgement in reducing the number of alternative plans 
and configurations to be analysed in detail. In any case, 
simulation of the different configurations in each year - which 
is required in order to calculate the loading, reliability and 
running production costs - is a very time-consuming task even 
for a large computer. 

Different kinds of algorithms can be used in actual 
optimization. In the following, a very short description of 
some commonly used methods is given. 

- Pure simulation methods can be used, if the planner 
prespecifies the expansion program. The computing require-
ments for a production simulation program are usually much 
less than for capacity expansion program, and therefore the 
simulation models are more detailed. Often, the simulation 
models can use the load data also in chronological order, 
which makes possible to study also different time variations 
of production system. 

- Linear Programming (LP) is often used for long term expansion 
planning. The LP model can be used quickly and efficiently as 
a screening tool to select a few planning alternatives for 
more detailed analysis. The basic limitation is its approxi-
mate modeling of system production cost and reliability, and 
in particular the fact that the capacity of a generating unit 
is a continuous function. The discrete nature of generating 
units can be treated by mixed integer linear programming, but 
the computational time and cost increase considerably. 
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- Dynamic Programming (DP) is based on enumerating all possible 
planning perTo —anU selecting minimum cost transitions from 
one year to the next. The main shortcoming is the large 
amount of of computation required to analyze a large number 
of planning alternatives. DP-method is used e.g., in 
WASP- program. 

- Year-to year optimization is based on considering only one 
year at a time. Although the computing requirements are much 
smaller than those required for a global optimization, the 
approach tends to introduce less capital intensive generating 
units, which are not optimal in the long term. To improve the 
method, some lcr&-ahead algorithms have been developed, where 
the operational cost estimate for the look-ahead period 
typically (5-10 years) is utilized. 

- The Generalized Benders' (GB) decomposition analysis option 
isa sophisticated algorithm based on iterative use of 
simplex (LP) algorithm for a master capacity decision problem 
and on the solution of a set of detailed nonlinear 
probabilistic production costing subproblems (EPRI 1982). 
Although installed capacity is represented by a continuous 
variable, the GB option unlike LP, is capable of resolving 
unit sizes in the production costing subproblems and accoun-
ting for the impact of unit size on system operating costs 
and reliability. 

D. REVIEW OF SELECTED MODELS FOR CAPACITY PLANNING 

This section is based on the comparison made in the EPRI Report 
(EPRI, 1982) where some main features of several models were 
introduced. The models introduced were: 

The next six models are compared in more detail in tab1r 2.2, 
and the EGEAS Model is revieved in table 2.3. The latter model 
includes several alternative solution methods, together with 
these compared in the table. 

• WASP: a dynamic programming model with probabilistic produc-
tion costing development by Jenkins and iby. 

• OPTGEN: A dynamic programming model with deterministic 
production costing developed by Lee. 

• University of Massachusetts Model: A mixed-integer linear 
programming model developed by Noonan and Giglio. 

• MIT Model: An economic-environmental system planning package 
developed by the MIT Energy Laboratory. 

• PUPS: a screening curve model developed by Lee and Dechamps, 
apable of treating new energy technology generation. 

• MNI-GRETA: An optimal control model (MNI) and a Monte Carlo 
simulation model (GRETA) used by EDF. 

• GMP: A Generation Mix Planning package which is an adapta-
tion of WASPOy Southern Company Services Inc. 
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MODEL 	University 	WASP 
	

OPTGEN 	MIT 	 EDF 	 PUPS 
of Mass. 

ATTRIBUTE 

Solution Mixed integer Forward and Forward and Linear Optimal Screening 
Method Linear Backward Backward Programming control Curves 

Programing Dynamic Pro-. Dynamic and 
graming Programming Decomposition 

Problem Limited Limited Limited Limited Limited Unlimited 
Size 

Availability NO Yes up to Yes up to 100 NO No NO 
of Suboptimal 100 
Plans 

Reliability Approximate Probabilistic Approx. Reserve LDC, outages Chronological 
Estimate Distribution ELDC Distribution margin Deterministic Simulation 

Model 

Variable Deterministic Probabilistic Loading User Specified LCD, determi- Chronological 
Cost Est. outages ELDC Trapezoid Capacity ministic simulation 

Deterministic factors outages 
outages 

End Effects YES NO YES NO NO YES 
Accounting 

Environmental NO NO NO YES NO NO 
Effects 

Hydro NO NO NO YES NO NO 
Al ternatives 

Storage YES YES NO YES NO NO 
Alternatives 

Unconventional NO NO NO NO NO YES 
Al ternatives 

Interconnection NO NO NO NO NO NO 

Computational Moderate High Moderate Moderate High Low 
Burden 

Table 2.1 Comparison of six models (EPRI, 1982) 

The next six models are compared in more detail in the table 
2.2, and the EGEAS Model is reviewed in the table 2.3. The 
latter model includes several alternative solution methods, and 
these are compared in the table. 

90 
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MODEL 	GMP 
	

WAGP 	OGP 	ON 	RPI Model 	BNL-REFS 

ATTRIBUTE 

Solution Dynamic Screening 	& Myopic one Pespecifled LP LP 
Method Programming Branch & future period Mix 

Boumd opt. 

Problem Limited Limited Limited Limited Limited Limited 
Size 

Availability YES NO NO NO No NO 
of Suboptimal 
Plans 

Reliability LOLP Options, LOLP Unserved * NONE 
Estimate Probabilistic deterministic Probabilistic Energy 

or probabi- Probabilistic 
listic LOLP 

Variable Probabilistic Deterministic System Opera- Probabilistic Sequential Exogenous 
Cost Production or Probabi- tion simula- Production Multiple 

Costing listic Pro- tion Costing Objective 
duction Technique 
Costing 

End Effects YES * NO YES * NO 
Accounting 

Financial Engineering YES, Yes, post YES, detailed NO NO 
Considerations Revenue Constraints plan selec- 

Requirements tion inter- 
face with fi- 
nancial model 

Environmental NO YES, Reporting YES, objective YES, objective YES, 
Effects Constraints only function function Constraints 

Siting NO NO NO NO NO YES 

Hydro NO YES YES * YES * YES 

Alt. 

Storage YES * YES * NO * YES 

Alt. 

Thermal YES YES YES YES YES YES 
Alt. 

Unconventional NO NO NO NO NO NO 

Interconnection NO * NO NO * NO * NO * 

Computational Moderate to Moderate to Moderato to Moderate Moderate Moderate 
Burden High High Low 

* insufficient Information available 

Table 2.2 More detailed comparison of other six models (EPRI, 
1982) 
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MODEL 	SCREENING 	LINEAR 	GENERALIZED 	DYNAMIC 	PRESPECIFIED 
ATTRIBUTE 	CURVES 	PROGRAM 	BENDERS' D. 	PROGRAM 	PATHWAY 

Solution Screening LP Mathematical Dynamic Stand Alone 
Method Curves (Simplex) Decomposition Programing Probabilistic 

Production 
Costing 

Problem Unlimited Limited Limited Limited - 

Size 

Availability YES NO YES YES - 

of Suboptimal 
Plans 

Rd lability Deterministic Reserve Probabilistic Probabilistic Probabilistic 
Estimate LDC Margin and Production Production Production 

Deterni. Simul ati on Simul ation Simul ation 
LDC 

Variable Deterministic Exogenously Probabilistic Probabilistic Probabilistic 
Cost LDC specified Production Production Production 

Simulation Simulation Simulation 

End Effects NO YES YES YES YES 

Financial NO Interface Interface Interface Interface 
Considerations Preprocessors Preproces- Postprocessor Postprocessor 

and sors and 
Constraints Constraints 

Environmental NO YES, Postprocessor Postprocessor Postprocessor 
Effects Constraints Only Only Only 

Siting NO YES NO 

lExcellent 

NO NO 

Hydro NO YES YES YES YES 
Alt, but poor good Excellent 

Storage NO YES YES YES YES 
Alt, but poor good excellent excellent 

Thermal YES YES YES YES YES 
Alt. 

Unconventional NO NO execpt YES YES YES 
Alt. prespecified 

Interconnection NO NO NO YES YES 

Computational Low Moderate to Moderate Moderate to Low 
Burden Low High 

Table 2.3 Comparison of the different analysis option of the 
EGEAS model (EPRI, 1982) 
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• WAGP: An automatic expansion program developed by Westing-
house which utilizes a combination of screening and branch 
and bound logics to select the optimum capacity expansion 
plan. 

• OGP: An Optimized Generation Planning program developed by 
General Electric utilizing operation models together with a 
myopic one-future-period (year) optimization technique 
repeated to evaluate a 20-year capacity expansion plan. 

• 0/U: A model developed by Decision Focus, Inc. for EPRI with 
the objective of studying costs and benefits of Over/Under 
capacity in Electric Power Systems Planning. 

• The RPI model: An energy appraisal model developed at 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institue which utilizes an LP 
formulation to study the effects of environmental 
constraints on the optimal capacity expansion plan. 

• The BNL: REFS Model: A siting LP model developed by Brook-
haven National Laboratory to allocate capacity to counties 
based on environmental impacts, transmission, and coal 
transportation costs. 

The report (EPRI, 1982) gives also a detailed description of 
the EGEAS model, which is a very comprehensive model having 
several alternative solution algorithms depending on the needs 
of the user. 

Table 2.1 gives a short comparison of the first six models 
basing on the review by Lee et al. (1978). From these models it 
can be noted that WASP, Wien Automatic System Planning package, 
is widely used in different countries. It was originally 
developed by Tennessee Valley Authority and the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory of the USA to meet the needs of the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Vienna, and it is 
available from IAEA to member states. The model is described by 
IAEA (IAEA, 1984). 

E. CONSIDERATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS IN THE EXPANSION 
PLANNING MODELS 

As it was pointed out in the section B.2, the problem of the 
expansion of generation system is very large, and the economic 
optimization phase cannot include all detailed restrictions. 
This is true also for environmental effects, and usually they 
are considered in the detailed analysis phase (see figure 2.2) 
after the economic optimization phase. 

Some models described in the section D can, however, treat also 
environmental effects. Usually, the environmental factors are 
included in the constraints, and the models check that the 
given limits are not exceeded. In some models they are also 
included in the objective function, but this kind of optimiza-
tion can be carried out only in a very rough level, because the 
economic consequenses of the environmental effects cannot be 
defined unanimously. 
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Usually, the environmental effects are included only in the 
linear programming models, which, on the other hand, are less 
accurate in the production costing considerations. Consequently 
this kind of models are suitable for the rough selection of few 
alternatives to more detailed analysis. 

A basic assumption in the linear programming approach is that 
emissions and other consequences are a linear function of plant 
capacity and energy output. The constraints include, e.g., in 
the EGEAS model the actual limits on total emissions within a 
site (or area) and within the total system. These are in the 
form of total mass of SO 7  or particulates allowed, amount of 
water consumed, amount o? heat output and the total area of 
land used. Fuel data pertaining to SO 2  (and particulates) 
content and emission factor as well as removal efficiences for 
various pollution abatement technologies should be provided by 
the user. 



CHAPTER III 

CURRENT METHODS OF INCORPORATING THE ENVIRONMENTAL FACTOR IN 
ENERGY DECISION MAKING PROCESS. 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Like other activities of man, energy use implies different 
environmental impacts. Production of energy may cause 
pollutant emissions, exposure of living organisms as well as 
inanimate environment, and corresponding health impacts and 
material damages. Obtaining the fuels may result in depletion 
of natural resources, degradation of esthetic characters and 
changes in the socio-economic circumstances of local popula-
tion. 

Of the many environmental impacts associated with any energy 
technology, some are substantial and others small, some of 
short duration and others with long term effects, some might 
be adverse and other beneficial and they might occur in 
different geographic areas and might effect different 
communities in different ways (UNEP 1981). Many environmental 
concerns are recognized as falling in the unquantified 
category. This may be because the state of knowledge is 
insufficient or because the impact quantification is based 
almost entirely on value judgement. Further research may 
allow some of the unquantified impacts to enter the 
quantified category. When new control technologies become 
available or new standards are set, some quantified impacts 
are generally reduced or eliminated while conventional costs 
usually increase. Thus, transfers between the categories may 
take place as a function of time as suggested in Figure 3.1. 

TYPE OF 
ENERGY SYSTEM 

CONVENTIONAL 
COSTS 

4 Changes in 
Technology and 

I Regulation 

QUANTIFIED  
IMPACTS 

Rcsearch 

UNQUANTIFIED 
IMPACTS 

VALUE JUDGMENT 
OF 

DECISION MAKER 

Figure 3.1. Factors in energy decision-making (Foell, 
1979a). 
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Environmental effects of pollutants appear in many ways and 
thus different indicators can be used in evaluating them. 
For instance, air pollution concerns may be taken into 
consideration by focusing on the emissions, on the ambient 
quality of air, on the corresponding damages on man and 
nature, or even on the summarized value of the damages 
(Figure 3.2). In general, more in-depth analysis of the 
causalities and using more than just one environmental 
indicator provides better support for planning and decision-
making. The in-depth analysis is, however, also more 
burdensome. Whereas accounting of the emissions of a power 
plant is quite simple, the assessment of its impacts on the 
quality of air in the nearby city requires pathway analysis 
describing atmospheric transport and transformation of 
pollutants. Exposure analysis and dose/damage assessments are 
then needed to estimate the corresponding damages. 
Nevertheless, valuation of the heterogenous damages may turn 
out to be the most difficult task of a complete analysis. 

Environmental effects are to be considered on the many levels 
of energy system planning and decision-making. The depth of 
the environmental analysis and the comprehensiveness of the 
overall energy-environmental evaluation must in each case be 
adapted according to the general goals of planning. There 
are, however, universal approaches which can support 
decision-making in a wide scope of eneixy-environmental 
problems. The methods frequently offered for including 
environmental effects in energy system planning and decision-
making include: 
- Environmental Inpact Analysis, 
- Comparative Assessment, 
- Computer-implemented models of energy-environmental 

systems, 
- 	Cost-Benefit Analysis, 
- Optimization, 
- Integrated analysis of energy-economic-environmental 

systems. 

These methods which in many respects are overlapping will be 
discussed in the next sections. 

B • ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

Identification and adequate description of environmental 
consequences of a proposed course of action is a prerequisite 
for proper inclusion of environmental concerns in planning 
and decision-making. An Environmental In pact Assessment 
(EJA), in which environmental impacts are systematically 
identified, described and, if possible, quantified, is 
therefore an essential part of the licensing procedure of 
major energy facilities in many countries (OECD, 1979a; OECD, 
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Fig. 3.2. Environmental effects in energy systems and methods used 
in analyzing and valuating them. 
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1980). The exact form and content of the EIA depends greatly 
on the project in focus. Nevertheless, common aspects can be 
discerned in the methodology as well as in the essential 
elements of environmental assessments of major projects (see 
e.g. Rau and Wooten, 1980). 

Environmental impact assessment has to be based on a 
systematic identification of all the potential environmental 
consequences of a project on land, air, water, flora and 
fauna and human environment. Both direct and indirect effects 
should be considered. Various categorizations of impacts have 
been developed. For instance, in the United States, where an 
Environmental Impact Statement (Els) is required for every 
proposal for major federal actions, the guidelines define the 
following range of environmental impacts to be surveyed 
(OECD, 1979b): 

- Air - air quality; weather modification. 
- Water - water quality, marine pollution, commercial 

fishery conservation and shellfish sanitation. 
- Fish and Wildlife. 
- Solid Waste. 
- Noise. 
- Radiation. 
- Hazardous Substances: toxic materials; food additives and 

contamination of foodstuffs; pesticides; transportation 
and handling of hazardous materials. 

- Energy Supply and Natural Resources Development: 
electric energy development, generation and transmission, 
and use; petroleum development, production, transmission, 
and use; natural gas development, production, 
transmission, and use; coal and minerals development, 
mining, conversion, processing, transport, and use; energy 
and natural resources conservation. 

- Land Use and Management: land use changes, planning and 
regulation of land development; public land management. 

- Protection of Environmentally Critical Areas: 
Floodplains, Wetlands, Beaches and Dunes, Unstable Soils, 
Steep Slopes, Aquifer Recharge Areas, etc. 

- Land Use in Construction in Built-Up Areas. 
- Density and Congestion Mitigation. 
- Neighbourhood Character and Continuity. 
- Impacts on Low-Income Populations. 
- Historic, Architectural and Archeological Preservation. 
- Soil and Plant Conservation and Hydrology. 
- Outdoor Recreation. 

Use of such checklists enumerating possible types of impacts 
certainly helps to ensure the coverage of the analysis. 
However, the danger is, that the increasing length and 
descriptive nature of the material makes it difficult to use 
the EIA as a real decision-making document. Care should 
therefore be used to identify the relevant impacts of the 
project under consideration. 
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The function of environmental impact assessment is to 
generate and make available information on the environmental 
consequences of a proposal. Environmentally beneficial as 
well as adverse effects should be considered. In a good EIA 
reference is made to the measures of avoiding or alleviating 
the adverse effects. EIA should also evaluate available 
options for the proposal under consideration, including the 
"without project" future situation. 

The objective and preferably quantified assessment of each 
environmental impact is usually accompanied by an evaluation 
of their relative significance. Finally, the EIA should be 
concluded with recommendations on: "What to do?". Whilst in a 
given case it might be highly desirable from the environ-
mental point of view for the project to be abandoned alto-
gether, the environmental assessment should also consider the 
least detrimental alternative actions, and draw conclusions 
about the ways in which the project could be modified or 
regulated to reduce or safequard against adverse environ-
mental impacts. In the case of planning authorizations, 
licenses, etc. the decision is frequently not simply "yes" or 
"no", but may be qualified by strict and detailed conditions. 
An important function of environmental impact assessment is 
giving clear guidance as to what such conditions might be 
(OECD, 1979b). 

Performing an EIA does not manifestly ensure that adverse 
environmental impacts are averted or minimized. Nevertheless, 
environmental impact assessment of alternative courses of 
action is the first step for including environmental concerns 
in energy system planning and decision-making. It is a 
prerequisite for the more sophisticated considerations, like 
comparative assessment, cost-benefit analysis or optimi-
zation. In many cases systematical identification and 
adequate description and quantification of relevant environ-
mental impacts by means of an EIA may be all what is needed 
for environmentally sound decision-making. 

C. COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT 

Comparing available alternatives is a matter of course for 
everyone facing an important decision. In energy system 
analysis comparative assessment has been established to mean 
a special form of evaluation, in which several criteria are 
considered and the results are presented on the same plane to 
the decision-maker, or to the public. Ideally, the assessment 
can be divided to environmental impact analysis and environ-
mental evaluation. The former is the task of the analyst. 
Environmental evaluation consists of ranking environmental 
impacts reiative to each other, to the costs of abatement, or 
to the benefits of the activities, and should be left on the 
responsibility of the decision-maker. The analyst must, of 
course, be prepared to provide assistance for the decision-
maker in weighting the list of impacts. 
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Three major studies covering the environmental aspects of 
production and use of fossil fuels, nuclear energy and 
renewable energy sources have been carried out by UNEP 
UNEP, 1981). This was followed by the comparative assessment 
study, which included data for comparative assessment (phase 
I, UNEP 196(a), cost benefit analysis (phase II UNEP 1985b) 
and the present study (phase III). Meanwhile, OECD has 
launched the COMPASS project studying the environmental 
effects of energy systems. The initial phase of COMPASS 
(OECD, 1983) discussed the methodology aspects of comparative 
assessment together with a review of some recent studies. 
Among the energy sectors, the first phase concentrated on 
space cooling and heating. The second phase of COMPASS 
compares the environmental impacts of generating electricity 
from different energy sources. 

The methological issues and pitfalls of comparative assess-
ment have been discussed by several authors (see e.g. Gleick 
and Hoidren, 1981; House et al., 1981). Performing of fair 
environmental comparisons is not simple. The key issues 
determining the potential utility of a comparative assessment 
can be categorized in the following way: 

- Transparency: For a comparative assessment to play a 
valuable and influential supportive role in the opinion-
forming and the decision-making process, it must be trans-
parent in its methods. Participants to the decision-
making process must be able to discern the procedures bj 
which data were transformed into the information from 
which conclusions are drawn. Assumptions must be made 
explicit, and the nature and degree of uncertainty iden-
tified (OECD, 1983) 
Bounding of the problem: The alternative ways of action 
should be considered in a consistent way and formulated as 
complete alternatives to each other. 

- Coping with the impacts no matter how hard to quantify: 
Too often they are simply omitted, although they sometimes 
are the most important environmental consequences. 

- Treating of.the uncertainties: Uncertainties may reflect 
statistical fluctuations of a physical quantify (e.g. the 
impact of air pollutant emissions on local air quality); 
they may be a measure of imperfect knowledge of cause and 
effect (e.g. health impacts of a pollutant); or they may 
stem from an attempt to quantify the risk of an event not 
yet experienced (e.g. a major nuclear reactor accident or 
LNG tanker explosion) . Uncertainties and the method or 
handling them need to be made explicit (UNEP 1985a). 

- Objectivity: Many analyses tend to omit those classes of 
impacts that the analyst has decided are uninteresting, 
too hard to quantify or too likely to be "misinterpreted" 
(Gleick and Hoidren, 1981). Furthermore, some studies seen, 
to contain postulated health and environmental impacts 
that are based on speculative, unproven relationships and 
there is excessive reliance on arbitrary, subjective 
judgements in ranking the impacts relative to each other. 
Improving the objectivity leads, unfortunately, in many 
cases to very vague conclusions, even to the extent that 
their usefulness is in doubt. 
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Historically, most of the comparative assessments have 
concentrated on the health effects of different energy 
sources. The state-of-tart of comparative risk assessment has 
been surveyed by Hamilton (1980; 1984) . Several studies are 
presented in the proceedings of two recent symposia organized 
jointly by IAEA, JJNEP and WHO (IAEA, 1982; 1984b). 

Critical reviews (Paskievici, 1982) have indicated that only 
a few of the studies are independent. Most authors quote the 
results of previous studies or rest on a few primary sources. 
Furthermore, in many cases the analysts have had to rely on 
synthetically derived data. Individual items of data are 
rarely available in an appropriate form. Considerable manipu-
lation, e.g. disaggregation, averaging and normalization, has 
been needed in order to use the information in the analysis. 

A wide range of health and other environmental impacts were 
considered in the UNEP studies on production and use of 
energy (UNEP, 1981) and are updated in UNEP 1985(a) as well 
as in the COMPASS project of OECD. In the first COMPASS 
report (OECD, 1983), three regional case studies on space 
heating and cooling were reviewed. In general, the approach 
used in these studies was to compare the economic and 
environmental implications of selected scenarios. The 
coverage of environmental effects varied between the studies. 
No attempt was made to perform a unified valuation of the 
different effects. The principal goal of the studies was to 
describe to the decision-makers, and to the public, the 
complex of economic and environmental implications associated 
with each scenario. The choice was then left to them. 



A most appropriate field for comparative assessment is in 
cases, where the problem is well-defined and the alternatives 
are few in number. This is the case, e.g, when a decision has 
to be made on the next major power plant for base-load 
electricity generation. Assuming the main alternatives to be 
coal, peat and nuclear power. Several studies and surveys 
have to be carried out on the implications of the alterna-
tives. The impacts to be considered should include economics, 
balance of payment, direct and indirect employment effects, 
occupational and public health effects, short-range environ-
mental effects on nature, landscape and materials as well as 
regional and global effects (e.g. acidification and effects 
on climate) (Kangas and Niininen, 1984). When the problem is 
limited in scope and well- bounded, the decision-makers can 
be considered to be quite capable of taking advantage of the 
full information obtainable from the comparative assessments. 
Summarizing valuation or subjective ranking of the impacts by 
the analysts could in this case be mainly confusing. 

More sophisticated methods for comparative analysis of energy 
systems are reviewed in an overview by House et.al . (1981). 
These methods include the Delphi Technique, the Net Energy 
Analysis, the Indicator Analysis, the Comparison Matrices and 
the Multitechnology approach. Siskos and Hubert (1983) pro-
pose a multi-criteria method, which is based on fuzzy out-
ranking relations and hence allows taking into account the 
uncertainties in the data and the vagueness of the prefer-
ences of the various interest groups. Although these novel 
methods have some advantages, even they would be affected by 
the poor quality of data available. Formal methods cannot 
either solve the trade-off problems of energy and 
environment. Therefore, it is not surprising that these 
methods have not gained any significant momentum in practice. 

'-V 

D. COWUTER-It'PLELENTED 1DDELS cL ENERGY-ENVIRONtENTAL 
SYSTE 1S 

Computer-implemented models are frequently offered for 
energy-environmental analysis. Computer models are claimed to 
be superior to qualitative assessments and "back of the 
envelope" calculations. Typical favorable arguments include: 

1. Building of a formal model provides valuable insight and 
understanding of the system. The model points out the data 
necessary to be found and recorded. 

'/ 

17, 
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Comprehensive, detailed and internally consistent analyses 
of complex systems can be performed only by computer 
models which can manipulate more information than the 
human mind and can keep track of many interrelationships 
at one time. 

The use of computer models allows for more rigorous 
.3.nalyses because of the assumptions used in the model must 
be specified explicitly, completely and precisely; no 
ambiguities are possible. 

The model construction and validation processes satisfy 
the basic requirements for a scientific method, because 
others can replicate the model analyses to check the 
results and can then perform their own analyses using 
their own assumptions. 

When once implemented, a computer model provides the 
?ossibility of efficiently performing multiple "what if" 
analyses with a wide variety of different conditions and 
policies. 

Computer-implemented energj-environxnental models have, hc,-
ever, not gained either the acceptance or the success that 
many of their advocates feel they should have. Several 
reasons could be given for their limited success. In litera-
ture new designs are described rather than implemented. The 
model builders may claim that their model system evaluate 
energj-environrnental interactions by means of an iterative 
process. Model builders also like to speak about considering 
of environmental effects even when their models are only 
accounting emissions. The contribution of models to decision-
making is, of course, of minor importance when the results 
are either self-4evident or too vague. Too often, the quality 
of documentation is poor. Most models are, in practice, not 
transferable and analyses cannot be checked. 

A set of energj-environmental models consists usually of four 
main components: socio-economic input, which can be provided 
exogenously or by models, energy demand models, energy sypply 
models and environmental models (Figure 3.3). Energy demand, 
which usually is the driving force of the system, can also be 
provided as an exogenously input. Apart from balancing energy 
demand with primary energy supply, energy supply models may 
provide required capacities of energy system facilities and 
calculate system costs. Environmental effects are most 
usually related to the utilization of primary energy 
resources and energy conversion facilities. 
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Figure 3.3 Main components and flow information in a set of 
energy-environmental models. 

Two important characteristics of an energy-environmental 
model system are the depth of the environmental analysis and 
the implementation of the system feedbacks. There is a quite 
fundamental difference whether the environmental considera-
tion is extended (1) to emissions only, (2) to the level of 
ambient environmental quality, (3) to arisings of health 
effects and other damages or (4) finally to the total value 
of the damages. 

Emissions can often be estimated by relating them directly to 
utilization of power plants. Knowledge of total emissions is, 
however, seldom sufficient for proper inclusion of environ-
mental aspects. More in-depth consideration of environmental 
effects requires sophisticated models, which are also more 
difficult to link to the energy supply models. 

The feedbacks between the models - indicated by the dashed 
lines in Figure 3.3 - are often implemented by intervention 
of the model user rather than by formal mathematical links. 
This can be regarded a strength as well as a weakness in a 
systems analytic approach. The strength is that a broad 
spectrum of incommensurate impacts can be taken into conside-
ration by the model user and/or the decision-maker. The 
initial assumptions may be corrected on the basis of informal 
assessments and preferences of the decision-maker without a 
formal validation of all impacts. One weakness of the infor-
mality is that the feedback procedure may in practice be 
omitted. Furthermore some of the basic advantages of a formal 
approach are partially lost, in particular the rigor and 
reproducability. 
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Apart from the large-scale, widely acclaimed energy system 
study (Häfele, 1981) the International Institute for Applied 
Systems Analysis (IIASA) in Laxenburg, Austria, conducted in 
the late 1970's a research program designed to integrate 
regional energy and environmental management from a systems 
perspective. The programme represented an extension of work 
initiated at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, U.S. In 
four regional case studies the energy-environmental inter-
action were evaluated for the state of Wisconsin, U.S., for a 
egion in the German Democratic Republic, for the Rhone-Alpes 

region in France as well as for Austria (Foell, 1979a,b). The 
programme resulted also in establishing the Wisconsin-IIASA 
set of energy/environmental models (WISE) for regional plan-
fling and management (Foell et al., 1981). The family of 
models together with some features of the case studies are 
presented in Appendix A. 

E. COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS 

According to one definition cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is a 
systematic way of comparing positive and negative aspects of 
proposed courses of action in terms of a common monetary 
unit. Thus, in principle CBA would be an essential tool, 
supporting decisions on projects which aim at public welfare 
and involve costs (UNEP 1985b). 

The CBA can be applied (1) to find out the justification of a 
single project, (2) to choose among the candidates the 
project which shows the largest benefits over costs, or (3) 
to determine the optimal level of an activity. 

The decision rule for the first type states that a project is 
justified if the sum of social benefits exceeds the sum of 
the costs, including the social costs of any incidental 
environmental damages. For the second type, the project for 
which the surplus of benefits over costs is the highest, 
should be chosen. For the third type, the decision rule 
requires that the activity be expanded as long as its 
marginal benefits exceed its marginal costs (UNEP 1985b). 

Compared with environmental impact assessment (ElM and 
comparative assessment (CA), cost-benefit analysis (CBA) 
means a definitive step towards more comprehensive methods 
and direct steering of planning. In this respect, CBA is, in 
this categorization, preceeds only formal optimization: 

ELk 	C A 	CBP OPrD1IZATION 
> 

acceptabilitj assessment 	steering of planning 
descriptive evaluation 	quantitative ranking 
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In principle, CBA could point the best course of action among 
the available alternatives taking into consideration all 
quantifiable implications. However, the quantification gives 
also reason to some doubts. Ignorance of unquantifiable 
impacts as well as valuation of non-market goods and 
"invaluables", as e.g. human life and scenic values, are 
issues often brought up by the skeptics. 

UNEP has conducted an extensive study programme on applying 
of CBA in environmental decision-making. The work of the 
intergovernmental expert group organized by UNEP is suminari-
zed in four volumes of the UNEP Studies Series (Ahmad 1981a,-
b; 1982; 1983). The programme was finalized by producing a 
two-volume book including a pragmatic introduction to the 
application of CBA as well as a choice of practical examples 
selected from among the over 150 case studies received by 
UNEP from different parts of the world (Ahmad et al., 1984). 
Furthermore, a separate study on the use of CBA in emission 
control of energy systems has been prepared for UNEP by the 
Technical Research Centre of Finland (UNEP, 1985). Therefore, 
the general issues of CBA will not be discussed in this 
report. 

The CBA study of UNEP (1985b) includes two case studies as 
well as reviews of two comprehensive applications of CBA. 
The case studies carried out were: 

- a cost-effectiveness analysis of complying with a SO2  
emission standard in a coal-fired power plant and 

- a CBA analysis of reducing the radiation effects due to 
energy production. 

The studies reviewed are the OECD cost-benefit study on SO 2  
control (OECD, 1981) and an economic evaluation of alternati-
ve control technologies for a coal-fired power plant carried 
out by the French nuclear research centre at Fontany- aux-
Roses (Mounier, 1981). 

In Federal Republic of Germany cost-effectiveness analysis 
has been utilized to find out the most effective air pollu-
tion control measures in the state of Baden-WUrttemberg, 
(Friedrich et al., 1984). The observed damages to forest in 
Central and South Germany have increased very rapidly in 
recent years. Therefore, initiated by the government of the 
state, a working group consisting of government officials, 
directors of the regional electric power companies and 
scientists was set up to recommend strategies to reduce SO 2-
emissions from public power plants, which contribute about 
40 % of the total S0 2 -emissions in Baden-Württemberg. 

The first step of the study was to define a reference 
scenario that described the possible development of S02_ 
emission from public power plants. The control measures 



required by law (for instance the installation of flue-gas 
desuiphurization not later than July 1988) were taken into 
consideration in the reference case. Measures to quickly 
reduce the emissions in the years from 1984 to 1988 were then 
collected and described. For every measure considered, the 
cost-effectiveness ratio, that is the amount of money neces-
sary to reduce the emissions by one kg SO2 , were evaluated. 
The measures having a cost-effectiveness ratio, that is lower 
or equal to that of an ordinary flue gas desuiphurization 
plant required by law in the future (about 3-6 DM/kg so 2 ), 
were recommended. These were: 

Increased use of low suiphurous hard coal, especially 
in power plants that have so far not been retrofitted 
with fuel-gas-desuiphurization. 
Preferred use of power plants that have flue gas 
desuiphurization (FGD) plants, (or at least realized 
first steps of them,) to the plants without FGD. 
Extended use of natural gas in mixed fueled plants. 
Earlier putting into operation of flue gas desulphuri-
zation plants than demanded by law. 
Use of further possibilities to import electricity and 
re-export of the same amount of electricity later from 
power plants with flue-gas-desuiphurization. 

The recommended measures would reduce the S0 2-emissions from 
public power plants in Baden-WUrttemberg by approximately 
25 % in the period 1984 to 1988. The power companies have 
agreed to execute these measures. The quick execution of the 
counter-measures is greatly owing to the direct involvement 
of the power companies in performing of the analysis. 

According to the authors of the Baden-WUrttemberg study, the 
practical experiences gained during the study show that cost-
effectiveness-analysis can deliver useful information for the 
assessment of various pollution control measures. Further-
more, the cost-effectiveness-analysis proved to be a helpful 
instrument to de-emotionalize the difficult discussions 
between the power industry who has to fulifill environmental 
regulations and politicians who are responsible for environ-
mental affairs. Thereby, the method contributes t rational 
decision making. 

Extending a cost-effectiveness-analysis as described above to 
a full cost-benefit-analysis would require a complete quanti-
fication in monetary terms of all the damages caused by the 
S02 -emissions considered. This could however, not be done for 
several reasons discussed in preceding chapters. Therefor thee 
success of the Baden-WUrttemberg study to affect decision 
making in based on the general agreement that S0 2 -emissions 
should be reduced. The study does not answer the crucial 
question, whether the reduction decided upon, was even close to 
the optimal magnitude. 
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F. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS AND OPTIMIZATION OF ENERGY SYSTEMS 

The prerequisite for utilizing mathematical optimization 
methods to select the best course of action in energy and 
environmental management problems is that these problems can 
be reduced into mathematical relationships. In many of these 
problems the multiplicity of criteria for judging the 
alternatives is pervasive. That is, more than one objective 
or goal is aimed to in selecting the course of action while 
satisfying the constraints dictated by environment, 
processes, and resources. Another characteristic of these 
problems is that the objectives are usually non-commensur-
able. Mathematically, these optimization problems can be 
represented as: 

Mm 	{f1(3E), E2() ,  ... , fk()] 1 	
(6.1) 

subject to: g 1 (X) < 0 i= 1,...,m 

where i is a n dimensional decision variable vector. 
fk(x)] is the set of objective functions to e 

minimized. (A maximization goal can be converted to a 
minimization goal by changing the sign of the objective 
function.) The problem consists of n decision variables, m 
constraints and k objectives. 

In the special case all the objective functions and all the 
constraints are linear functions the problem can be 
represented in a matrix format. Usually, one of the 
constraints of a real problem is that the decision variables 
must have non-negative values. Hence, the problem can 
represented in the form: 

Mm 	[c 15E, c 25i,..., C]çX] I 	
(6.2) 

where 8 is an n dimensional row vector consisting of the 
coefficients of the objective function f(). A is a m x n 
dimensional matrix containing the coefficients of the 
constraints functions and 5 is a m dimensional vector 
consisting of the constants of these functions. If there is 
only one objective function the problem can readily be solved 
using the linear programming (LP) techniques. In case of 
several non-commensurable objective functions the problem is 
more complex. 

1. Energy system optimization models employing linear 
programming (LP) technigue 

Minimizing of total cost is usually the overriding objective 
in energy system optimization. There are three levels at 
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which environmental factor can be accounted for in single-
objective LP models. At the lowest level, the functions 
describing the magnitudes of environmental factor may only 
be monitored. In this case, they merely quantify the 
environmental factor of the cost minimizing energy supply 
strategy in natural units. On the next level, the magnitudes 
of environmental factor can be used as constraints in the LP 
model. Finally, they may included in the objective function 
thus directly participating in the optimization. The last of 
hese three steps is straight-forward only if the values of 
environmental factor are known in monetary units. Otherwise, 
weighting of the different objectives includes value 
judgements by the analyst and is, indeed, finally equivalent 
to fixing the monetary equivalents of all the quantified 
environmental factors. 

There is a large family of energy system optimization models 
employing linear programming technique. MESSAGE 
(Schrattenholzer, 1981) and the more sophisticated MESSAGE II 
have been developed at the International Institute for 
Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) in Laxenburg, Austria. 
MARKAL (Abilock and Fishbone, 1979) is a model constructed to 
be used in multinational studies conducted by the Internatio-
nal Energy Agency of OECD. The computer program was developed 
by research groups at the Brookhaven National Laboratory 
(BNL), U.S., and the Kernforschungsanlage JUlich, Federal 
Republic of Germany. The model hence has some of its roots in 
BESOM (Cherniavsky, 1974) and DESOM (Cherniavsky et al, 
1979) developed at BNL. 

With the exception of BESOM all the models mentioned above 
are suitable for optimizing the energy system over a given 
time horizon in a single optimization run, they thus can be 
called multi-period or dynamic LP models. In the dynamic 
mode, the models assume perfect foresight, i.e. decisions are 
implicitly assumed as taken with complete information about 
future prices, technologies available in the future etc. 
This seems, of course, to be quite unrealistic assumption. 

The problem can be partially solved by analysing several 
alternative scenarios corresponding to different plausible 
futures. one may then proceed to recommend a robust choice of 
action leading to acceptable results in most or all of the 
scenarios. 

LP models are usually demand-driven, i.e. feasible solutions 
are obtained only if all demands for energy are satisfied for 
every time period. However, there are some possibilities to 
incorporate energy conservation techniques into the models. 
Environmental effects are in these models usually taken into 
consideration at the level of emissions, which are related to 
the use of energy resources and energy conversation 
facilities. 
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In MARKAL there are several alternative objective functions 
programmed in the model. Among the objective criteria, one 
of which must be chosen for each run are: minimizing of 
total system cost, minimizing of usage of non-renewable 
energy resources and minimizing of the environmental-
indicator objective function. A method for trade-off between 
the different criteria has been incorporated in the model. 
The trade-off between two objectives, e.g. minimizing of cost 
and environmental impacts, can be started with two optimiza-
tion runs, in which each of the two objective functions are 
separately minimized while the value of the other is 
monitored only. The total cost and environmental impacts of 
the cost minimizing strategy, C, and of the environmental 
impacts minimizing strategy, E, are presented on a cost-
environmental impact plot in Figure 3.4. The next step is 
minimizing the objective function of the environmental 
impacts subject to the cost objective function constrained to 
remain close to its value in strategy C. The resulting 
strategy is called CE. The purpose of searching CE is to find 
out, whether there is a way to reduce environmental impacts 
with no-or with a very moderate cost increase. If such a 
strategy is found, it is, in general, superior to the pure 
cost minimizing strategy C. In a similar way the minimization 
of cost subject to the minimum environmental impacts obtained 
from the strategy E leads to the strategy EC, which may be 
superior to the strategy E. Intermediate trade-off values can 
be obtained by minimizing the environmental function subject 
to the constraint: 

C < CC + k(cE - CC) 	 (6.4) 

where C. and cE  are the cost of the strategies C and E, 
respectively. The parameter is varied having values 0 < k < 1. 
The resulting trade-off curve is illustrated in Figuze 3.4. 

C.) 
CU 
0 
E 

CU 

a) 
E 
0 

> 
C 

U.) 

Cost 

FiguLe 3.4 A Cost-Environmental Impact trade-off curve obta-
inable by six sequential optimizations with the 
MARKAL model. 



A practical example of applying a LI' model for regional 
energy-environmental analysis has been reported by Yingyun 
(1984). The model is used to evaluate the role of alternative 
energy sources in North China's urban region. The objectives 
evaluated in the case study are minimizing of total energy 
system cost and the impacts of SO, air contamination. The 
relative contributions to air poirution effects from unit 
pollution releases from various sources is accounted for by 
introducing a pollution effect coefficient for each emission 
source. The problem is then solved by minimizing one 
objective function while keeping the other under a given 
limit. Changing the constraint value and repeating the 
process several times, trade-off relationships similar to the 
one illustrated in Figure 3.4 are obtained. 

2. Multiobjective optimization 

Several methods have been developed for multiobjective 
optimization (see e.g., Hwang and Masud, 1979). For the 
decision-maker multiobjective optimization provides a 
systematic method to organize his preferences. The processes 
leading the decision-maker to articulate the necessary 
trade-off information are diverse. However, some trade-off, 
implicit or explicit, between the stated objectives is always 
required. In many multiobjective models the decision-maker 
is therefore required to intervene directly in the 
optimization process. 

At the final step in all linear multiobjective optimization 
methods the user of the model, or the decision-maker 
cooperating with the user, must give relative weights to all 
objectives. This is equivalent to transforming various 
objectives into monetary terms, a step that is often not 
considered acceptable at the outset. During the process of 
searching for the proper relative weights, the user has gone 
through many alternative solutions, each optimal in its own 
way, and thus gained further insight in the alternatives. 
This may have helped in making the right choice for the 
relative weights - or the willingness to make the choice may 
be due to confusion and exhaustion caused by a complicated 
and misleading procedure. 

Many different methods have been developed for aiding the 
process of choosing relative weights for the objective 
function. One particular method worth mentioning is fuzzy 
linear programming. This method is among the most straigth-
forward ones and allows also taking into account imprecise 
constraints in addition of the normal precise ones. Similarly 
to all other methods for multiobjective optimization it must 
be stressed that the user must be fully aware of the 
significance and interpretation of the finally chosen 
parameter values, of lesser significance is the way these 
values were obtained. 
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G. INTEGRATED ANALYSIS OF ECONOMY-ENERGY-ENVIRONMENTAL 
SYSTEMS 

Economic development, supply of energy and the quality of 
environment are closely linked to each others. The gradual 
degradation of the environment due to man-made pollution is 
going to bring about growing economic and social drawbacks. 
Nor can environmental protection policies be established 
without giving rise to some economic consequences. In develo-
ped countries, the cost of environmental policies has been 
estimated to range between 1 and 2 per cent of GNP. In the 
developing countries, the expenditure has so far been much 
lower. It has been estimated, that in order to control 
pollution efficiently in the Third World, it would be 
necessary to allocate about 0.5...l per cent of the GNP for 
that purpose. Those figures should be seen in the light of 
the cost of pollution damage in developed countries, which 
amounts to 3 to 5 per cent of GNP. It is therefore quite 
understandable that on the policy planning level an integra-
ted analysis of the economy-energy- environment complex is 
often craved for. 

In the Netherlands, Nijkamp and his collegues have developed 
models and systems for integrated policy analysis. Apart from 
the economy-energy-environmental interactions, the national-
regional interdependencies are considered in their studies. 
The ambitious systems, the development of which is still 
underway, include economic input-output models as well as 
models reflecting the income, employment, demographic 
effects, the balance of trade and the relationship between 
the private and public sector, etc. This is also why only 
general outlines of the systems could be illuminated in the 
book (Lakshamanan and Nijkamp, 1983), which yet was half 
devoted to these models. The main drawback of large integra-
ted systems is specifically the complexity which makes them 
to appear almost impenetrable for an outsider. 

The Strategic Environmental Analysis System (SEAS) has been 
developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
for assessing the impact of EPA policies on the economy and 
the environment. SEAS is an integrated series of computer 
implemented models and data bases. It provides medium-term 
forecasts (15 to 20 years) of economic activity and attendant 
resource usage and environmental pollution based upon input 
assumptions such as economy, population, energy demand and 
enviromental control measures (House 1977; Ratick and 
Lakshamanan, 1983). 

The main functional areas of SEAS are economy, energy and 
environment. Each of these partitions is made up of many 
modules designed for a specific purpose that are interrelated 
within and between partitions by functional relationships and 
data matrices. Central to the economic partition of SEAS is 
INFORUM, a 200 sector dynamic input/output forecasting model. 
INFORUM provides year by year forecasts of activity level of 
each of the 200 economic sectors in response to macroeconomic 
projections of final demand. For many energy and environmen-
tal analysis, the 200 sector detail is not 



sufficient. Therefore, many economic sectors have been 
disaggregated into subsectors based upon the varied physical 
products within an economic sector or upon changing technolo-
gical processes used to produce a particular product. 

The modules of SEAS related to energy calculate the demand 
for energy, the supply patterns needed to meet that demand, 
and the capital needed to finance new supply activities. The 
demand for energy can either be exogenously input or derived 
within demand modules using the economic activity levels from 
INFORUM. This yearly forecast of energy demand is input to 
the Energy System Network Simulator (ESNS), a network flow 
model, that calculates the related energy resource consump-
tion and energy supply technology activity level. The 
calculated activity levels for energy supply technologies are 
then input to the Energy Investment Module which estimates 
the investment pattern needed to support these levels. The 
investment requirement is used as feedback to INFORUM and to 
the energy demand modules. 

The modules in the environment partition relate the level of 
activity calculated by the modules of the economic and energy 
partition to concomitant levels of residual (pollution) 
generation. There has been some development aimed at linking 
these generated levels of pollution to measures of ambient 
environmental quality and to environmental costs and 
benefits. These modules are, however, not well developed 
within the SEAS framework (Ratick and Lakshamanan, 1983). 
The levels of pollution abatement activity are supplied 
exogenously according to the policy decisions. The investment 
and operation and maintenance costs of pollution control 
techniques are then calculated and fed back to the modules in 
the economic partition. The REGION module allocates the 
pollution generation to regions. The interactions between the 
main modules of SEAS, seen from the point of view of the 
energy partition, are illustrated in Figure 3.5. 

According to Ratick and Lakshamanan (1983) SEAS is large, 
flexible, transparent and in many ways complex predictive 
tool that can be applied in many different situations and for 
a wide variety of different purposes. Due to its scope the 
system provides a comprehensive view of the interactions 
among economic, energy and environmental activities. The 
integrated nature of the system assures a high degree of 
consistency in the data used, assumptions made and algorithms 
utilized to make its projections. Its large and complex 
structure permits a sufficient level of detail to be achieved 
in many policy applications. 
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Figure 3.5 The interactions between the main modules of SEAS 
(Ratick and Lakshamanan, 1983). 

The paradox of large integrated systems is that the 
attributes which enhance their usefuilness also plague their 
acceptance. The scope and complexity of these systems makes 
the understanding of the entire system difficult for the 
user. Continued use and successful application of the system 
can provide informal "in vivo" system verification. However, 
the user often, quite understandably, require that such a 
system should first be verified before it is used. 

The model system of extent of SEAS is obviously useful for 
obtaining general information about the activities affecting 
environment in a large country like U.S.A. or a group of 
countries like Western Europe. In this way it may help in 
directing the overall environmental policy on a national or 
even multinational level. The basic ideas of such a model 
system must be straightforward for obtaining sufficient 
transparency. The complexity due to the large number of 
details is more readily acceptable than that due to 
complicated internal relationships in the model. The 
transparency of a large model system of straightforward 
structure suffers most from the need for aggregation, which 
is always somewhat arbitary. In a sense the transparency 
suffers from the attempt to simplify the model by reducing 
the number of details to a manageable level. 



CAHPTER IV 

EXAMPLES OF AVAILABLE ENERGY-ENVIRONMENT MODELS 

A THE WISCONSIN-IIASA SET OF ENERGY/ENVIRONMENT MODELS 
(WISE) 

Institutional framework 

The International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis 
(IIASA) in Laxenburg, Austria, conducted in the late 1970's a 
research program designed to integrate regional energy and 
environmental management from a systems perspective. The 
program represented an extension of work initiated at the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, U.S. The regional energy/ 
environment management research complemented IIASA's Energy 
Systems Program, which focused primarily on global aspects of 
energy (Häfele, 1981). 

Four regional case studies were carried out within the 
research framework. The first study originated at the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, in the form of a policy-
oriented study of energy systems in the state of Wisconsin. 
This work was then extended within a comparative framework 
for applications to three different areas, the German 
Democratic Republic, the Rhone-Alpes region of France, and 
Wisconsin. The methodology and the three case studies have 
been described in a book published in 1979 (Foell, 1979). 
Subsequently, the research group undertook a two-year study 
of the energy/environment system in Austria (Foell et al., 
1981). 

2. Systems analytic approach 

Scenario building was employed as a device for analyzing 
alternative energy and environment policies and strategies in 
the regions. The policy issues studied were human 
settlements, transportation systems, energy supply and 
environmental protection and resource conservation. The 
framework for a policy set scenario was described using the 
following terms: 

- population, 
- economic growth and structure, 
- human (urban) settlement location and form, 
- technologies of energy use, 
- transport systems for people and goods, 
- primary energy conversion and supply technology 

(including electricity generation), 
- environmental protection. 

Table A.l gives an overview of these characteristics for the 
four scenarios analyzed in the Austrian case study (Foell et 
al., 1979). The general framework was then used to provide 
the exogenous functions, boundary conditions, and constraints 
for the models used to evaluate the alternative futures 
conducted from the scenario assumptions. 
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The systems analytic process that links issues, scenarios and 
models was summarized by three main steps Foell et al., 1981): 

Identification and choice of issues; 
Definition of the scenario framework and the 
assumptions; 
Use of the models to build and evaluate the 
alternative futures. 

Figure 4.1 shows this process schematically. The models 
produce "system indicators", e.g. energy requirements and 
environmental impacts, which are useful in evaluating 
alternative strategies. 

Table 4.1. Overview of the scenarios analyzed in the Austrian 
case study (Foell et al., 1979) 

Scenario SI 	 Scenario S2 	 Scenario S3 	 Scenario S4 

Summary characteristics 	(Base Case) 	 (high Case) 	 (Low Case) 	 (Conservation Case) 

Soda. 

econoJnic 

structure 

Population 	Average Austrian growth rate of 0.22%/yr 

1-lunian 	Migration important: rural to urban: Vienna declining ; western cities grow more rapidly 

settlements 

Economy 	Medium growth rate High growth rate Low growth rate Low growth rate 

1970-1985: 3.3076/yr 1970-1985: 3.439o/yr 1970-1985: 3.23%/yr 1970-1985: 3.23%/yr 

1985-2015: 1.76 176/yr 1985-2015: 2.73%/yr 1985-2015: 1.219o'/yr 1985-2015: 1.2196/yr 

Lifestyle 	Personal 	Current trends in I-uglier consumption Lower consumption Lower consumption 

consumption 	personal consumption than in SI than in SI than in SI 

Transportation Car ownership 	 Car ownership 	 Car ownership 	 Car ownership 

300 vehicles/I .000 	400 vehicles/I .000 	250 vehicles/I .000 	300 vehicles/l,000 

population 	 population 	 population 	 population 

Housing 	Bigger new homes 	New home size increases New home size increases Same as S3 

(0.8 m 2 /yr) 	 faster than in SI 	more slowly than in SI 

Emphasis on electrical 	High emphasis on dcc- Less emphasis on dec. 
appliances and conve- 	trical appliances and 	trical appliances and 

nient fuels 	 convenient fuels 	convenient fuels 

Technology 	Industry 	Overall decrease in 	General increase in Overall decrease in Significant decrease in 
energy intensiveness 	intensiveness energy intensiveness energy intensiveness 

through significant through significant through vigorous de. 

penetration of energy penetration of energy velopment and imple- 

- conserving technology conserving technology mentation of energy 

conserving technology 
- Tt:iiicpiiit:iiiiiii 	CTTtficiertcy 	 C:1, efficiency ('as efficiency CiTfkiency 

$0 tiler/lOt) Liii 	12 . 3 tiieiftO() Liii 54.9 trier/tOO km 7.0 tiler/i 00 km 

lliirlsilig 	1971 iuisulaiisin 	 1971 litsulatton 	 By 2000 new homes 	By 2000 new homes 

st,iiiiJjrd 	 standard 	 40% better than 1971 	557. better than 1971 

insulation standard 	insulation standard 

Energy supply I)ccrcascd ciiipltasis air coal 

Electricity demand grows more rapidly than total end-use energy demand 

Medium nuclear growth High nuclear growth Low nuclear growth 	No nuclear growth 

Adequate oil and gas Adequate oil and gas Adequate oil and gas 	Constrained oil supply 

supply supply supply 

Ensironnieni 	Environnitental 	Proposed SO 2  oil desulfurization regulations by 1981 plus U.S. emission limits of SOa,all sources, 

regulations 	by 2000 

0.50 of U.S. ertnissioni 0.42 of U.S. cisnissioni 0.71 of U.S. emission 	Same as S3 

I iutni is on SO 5  , pairs t linlifs on SO2  ,point I innsits on S0 2  . point 

sources, by 2015 sources, by 2015 sources, by 2015 

1.18 of U.S. cirnosion 	1.0 of U.S. ciniussioni 	1.60 of U.S. emission 	Same as S3 
litmus urn particitlaucs, 	limits on paituculatca, 	huunmits uis paruiculaics, 

indsitt ry point sources. 	iindustiy poinil sources. industry point sources, 

hy2OlS 	 by2OlS 	 by2OlS 

U.S. cniission limits of ;iarttcuilaics, electric mower plants, by 2015 
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Figure 4.1. Relationship between issues, scenarios and models 
(Foell, 1979). 

3. Structure of the family of models 

The models of the WISE set describe four major energy/ 
environment system components: 

— socioeconomic activities, 
— energy demand, 
— energy supply, 
— environment. 

The flow of information between these components is depicted 
in Figure 4.2. The flow was summarized as follows (the 
numbers in parentheses correspond to the flows shown in 
Figure 4.2): 

Regional socioeconomic information (e.g. population, 
settlement patterns, economic activity) is provided 
exogenously (1) and/or by models (2). 
The socioeconomic information serves as input (3) 
to energy demand models (4), which are structured 
according to economic sector (e.g., industry, service, 
or agriculture) or by technological process (e.g., 
heating, cooling, or lighting). In general the outputs 
of the energy demand models are in the form of annual 
drmand, usually specified by fuel. 
The outputs of the energy demand models form the 
inputs (5) to energy supply models, which in turn 
are used to calculate primary energy requirements, 
conversion and transport facilities needed, supply 
system costs, etc. In most of the case studies 
conducted by the research group, supply was directly 
matched to demand within a framework of constraints. A 
formal optimization model was applied only in the 
Austrian case study. 
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d) The energy flows in the supply system (6) and the 
end-use energy serve as inputs (7,8) to the 
environmental impact models (9). These models 
calculate impacts on a broad spectrum of areas 
including human health and safety, on a systemwide 
and localized basis. 

I--------I 

I 	(4) 	I 	1 	(6) 
(2) 

EXOGENOUS SOcIOECO 
INPUT 	 M 

(3) I ENERGY(5) 	ENERGY 
—*1 DEMAND 	SUPPLY 

I MODELS 	MODELS 

(8) 

ENVIRONMENTAL  
MODELS 

— I (9) 

Fig 4.2. Flow of information among Wisconsin-IIASA energy/ 
environmental models (Foell et.al., 1981). 

The feedbacks between the models indicated by the dashed 
lines in Figure 4.2 are implemented by intervention of the 
model user and not by formal mathematical links. However, no 
actual feedback iterations or changes of the initial scenario 
assumptions based on the results of model runs are reported 
in the case study docuxnentations. Therefore, the environmen-
tal parts of the analyses were virtually reduced to environ-
mental impact assessments, in which a large number of quanti-
fied environmental effects were tabulated. 

Socioeconomic and energy demand models 

The socioeconomic models employed by the research group 
included a population model and a macroeconomic input-output 
model. In the regional case studies major emphasis was placed 
on the demand of energy. The energy demand modeling and 
assessment were carried out at the point of end-use demand. 
The energy-demand was classified into five sectors, covering 
the residential, commercial/service, industrial, agri-
cultural, and transportation sectors. A separate demand model 
was developed to examine the energy consumption within each 
sector. The transport sector demand models were employed also 
to calculate traffic-related air pollution emissions. 

Energy Supply Models 

In most case studies no formal, computer-implemented energy 
supply model was used. Instead of applying a model, a simple 
demand/supply balance technique was employed, in which energy 
supply was matched to energy demand taking into consideration 
the region's historical experience and future plans for 
electricity and district heat generation. Only in the 
Austrian case study a formal resource allocation model 
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was used to a limited extent. The model used was the Brook-
haven Energy System Optimization Model (BESOM). BESOM is a 
static energy system optimization model applying the linear 
programming technique. In the Austrian case study BESOM was 
employed to generate the cost minimizing energy supply mix 
for a chosen reference year in three of the four scenarios 
evaluated in the study. 

6. Environmental models 

Five models are included in the Wisconin-IIASA set of 
environmental models. The Reference Energy System Impact 
Model calculates impacts associated with different fuel 
chains. These impacts are not treated on a site-specific 
basis in the model. The Air Pollution Dispersion Model, a 
local system model, calculates the urban exposure to various 
air pollutants. It requires a Localization Model to interface 
with the energy demand models, which do not produce output at 
a sufficient level of spatial disaggregation. The SO 7  Health 
Impact Model is used in combination with both the Reference 
Energy System Model and the Air Pollution Dispersion Model to 
calculate S0 2-related human health impacts. The River Body 
Thermal Pollution Model was used to a limited extent to study 
the thermal effects of power plants on rivers. The Reference 
Energy System Impact Model, the Air Pollution dispersion 
Model and the SO 2  Health Impact Model are described below. 

a) The Reference Energy System Impact Model 

The Reference Energy System Impact Model is designed to cal-
culate quantified environmental impacts associated with the 
supply of primary energy, conversion of primary energy into 
secondary energy sources, and processing and reprocessing of 
fuels to meet the energy requirements of a given region. The 
impacts are calculated on an aggregate level for a region as 
a whole. The total annual quantified impacts associated with 
a particular reference energy system are calculated by multi-
plying the use of each energy source by a impact factor and 
adding the resulting impacts up. There are separate impact 
factors for each energy source and each type of environmental 
impact. The impact factors may also change from one year to 
the next. 

A difficulty in applying the reference Energy System Impact 
Model is, of course, associated with fixing the impact 
factors. The factors can be deduced from literature and 
historical statistics. However, their future values are 
difficult to predict. Also the deduced factors are subject to 
great uncertainties. 

Table 4.2 provides an example listing of the results of a 
model run for the Austrian case study. The listed impacts are 
associated with the production of 3.2 TWh (3.2 10 9  kWh) of 
electricity at coal-fired utility plants under current system 
conditions. 
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b) The Air Pollution Dispersion Model 

The Air Pollution Dispersion Model (Dennis, 1978) is designed 
to describe air pollution dispersion on an urban scale with 
minimum data requirements and without the direct use of 
complex and large dispersion models. The model calculates the 
annual average ground-level concentration of SO in an urban 
area due to the emissions in this area (the "seTf- imposed" 
concentration). The total urban concentration can be obtained 
by adding the rural background concentration, 

which usually is much lower than the self-imposed urban 
concentration. The underlying assumption is that the mobility 
of the population within an urban area is high relative to 
the spatial variation of ground-level pollution 
concentrations. Hence, an annual average ground-level 
concentration averaged spatially over the entire urban area 
is sufficiently precise indicator for health impact 
analysis. 

For an urban area most sources of emissions automatically 
fall into three classes. They are: 

Low-level area sources, as for example, transportation 
and residential emissions; 
Medium-level point sources, as for example, industrial 
and district heating stacks; and 
High level point sources, as for example, large 
electricity generating plants. 

The dispersion characteristics of the three classes are 
distinctly different. As a rule of thumb, a ton of pollutant 
emitted in an urban area by low-level area sources has ten 
times the effect on the urban area impacts as a ton emitted 
from medium-level point sources and a 100 times the effect as 
a ton emitted from high-level point sources (Dennis, 1978). 

The self-imposed urban air pollution concentration in the 
city j, is calculated for the urban emissions UE 1  in each of 
the three classes and then summed, i.e., 

UC = 	D(R) • UEjj 	 (4.2) 

where i is the emission class and R. is the average radius of 
city j. D(R) is the dispersion paameter. 



Table 4.2 Sample listing for the Austrian case study, (Foell 
et al. 1981) 

Impact Unit Quantity 

Fuel rerowcr. Efficiency. and Solid wasic 
I 	Coil requirement after cleaning louca Tons .305 + 07 
2 Transportation and handling loss of coal Tons .305 + 05 
3 Coal plant thermal discharge to water kWh (t) .572 + 10 
4 Coal plant thermal discharge to air kWh (t) .111 	+ 10 

$ Total train-miles for coal shipments Miles .134 + 05 
6 Input energy required throughout coal fuel system kWh (t) .101 	4 II 
7 Ash collected at coil power plant Tont .296 + 06 
8 Sulfur retained at coal power plant Tons 000 
9 Limestone mined for sulfur removal Tons 000 

10 Coal cleaning plant solid waste Tons .101 407 

Land use 
II 	Land dlslujbcd for surfacc mining of coal Acrcs .257 + 03 

12 	Land disturbed for coal surface mining 	not reclaimed Acres .257 + 02 
13 Land subsidence from underground coal mining Acres .439 + 03 

14 	Land for ash disposal at power plant Acres .640 + 01 

IS 	Land for sulfur sludge disposal at power plant Acres 000 
16 Land for disposal of solid waste from underground mining Acrca .194 + 01 
17 Land for disposal of solid waste from cleaning Acres .864 + 01 
18 Waste storage area for coil fuel cycIc Acres .170 + 02 

19 	Land use at plant and fuel cycle lacililics .- coal Acres .967 403 

Irnpa ci: on note, 
20 Acid mine drainage from coal mining (mottly witcr) Tons .212 + 06 

21 	Sulfuric acid in coil mine drainage Tons .148 + 04 

22 DIssolved lion In coal mine drainage Tons .370 + 03 
23 SiltatIon from surface mining Tons .184 + 04 
24 Coal cleaning plant blackwater solids Tons .102 404 

Jrn pace; on air 
25 Flyash emlsfon at coal power plant Tons .616 + 04 
26 Sulfur dioxide emission at coal power plant Tons .305 + 05 
27 Niirogen oxides (NOX)  emission at coal power plant Tons .120 + OS 
28 Carbon dioxide emission at coal power plant Tont .342 + 07 
29 Carbon monoxide emission at coal power plant Tons .531 + 03 
30 Hy&ocarbon emission at coal power plant Tons .171 + 03 
31 Aldchydcemtuionatcotlpowcrplant Tons .342 +01 
32 Mercuty emission at coal power plant Tons .604 + 01 
33 BeryllIum emission at coal power plant Tons .247 + 00 
34 Arsenic emission it coal power plant Tons .616 + 00 
35 CadmIum emission at coal power plant Tons .616-02 
36 Lead emission at coal power plant Tons .111 + 01 
37 NIckel emIssion at coal power plant Tons .247 + 01 
38 VanadIum cm1sion at coal power plant Tons .203 + 01 
39 UranIum (tJ-238) or Ra-226 emIssion at coal power plant Curics .555 '- 01 
40 Thorium (Th-232) or Ra-228 emission at coal power plant Curica .125 - 01 
41 Coal cleaning plant dust emission Tons .102-01 

Health Impact: 
42 Coal mine accidents - fatalities Deaths .260 + Cl 
43 Coal mine accidents - nonfatal Injuries NFl .816 + 03 
44 Coil mine accident; - severity In person4ay;-lost PDL .571 406 
45 Coil cle.nlng plant occupational fatalities Deatht .457 -01 
46 Coal cleaning plant occupational nonfatal injuries NFl .427 + 01 
47 Coal cleaning plant occupational severity PIlL .445 + 03 
48 Coal transportatIon accidents - occupational fstalitici l)caths .430 - 02 
49 Coal transportation accidents - occupational nonfatal injuries NIl .430 + 00 
50 Coal transportation accidents - occupational severity PDL .391 + 02 
SI 	Coal transportatIon accidents - public fatalities Deaths .497 . '01 
52 Coal transportation accidents - public nonfatal injuries NFl .128 + 00 
53 Coal transportation accidents - public severity PIlL .324 + 03 
$4 Coal power plant accidents - occupational fatalities Deaths .131 -01 
55 Coal power plant accidents - occupational nonfatal injuries NFl .576 + 00 
56 Coal power plant accidents - occupational severity PIlL .119 + 03 
57 Cases of total disability from black-lung disease Cites .659 + 01 
58 Cases of simple black-lung disease (some disability) Cases .144 + 02 
59 Public fatalities from acute SO, esposurc l)esths 000 
60 Days of aggravation of hcart and lung disease from SO 1  Days .102 + 04 
61 	Excess asthma attacks from acute SO 	esposUre Attacks .260 + 03 
62 Total occupational fatalities, health and accident, for coal Deaths .925 + 01 
63 Total occupational nonfatal injuries for coal NtI .836 4. 03 
64 	Total occupational severity for coal PIL .972 + 05 
65 Total deaths In coal fuel cycle - annual Deaths .930 + 01 
66 Total nonfatal Injuries In coal fuel cycle - annual NFl .212 + 04 
67 Total peraondays bat in coal fuel cycle -- annual PI)L .988 + 05 
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The main assumptions and simplifications used in deducting of 
the dispersion parameters D:s are as follows: 

- D 1 :s are dependent of the average radius of city, which 
is related to the diluting air volume. 

- D. :s are sensitive to meteorological conditions, i.e. to 
t?ie frequency of occurrence of different atmospheric 
stability conditions and wind speeds. 

- D:s are formulated for a uniform wind-rose, i.e. the 
distribution of wind directions has not been accounted. 

- No special allowance is made for anomalous terrain and 
geographic effects. However, many of these effects are 
embedded in the meteorological statistics. 

- D:s are not sensitive to the locations of the emissions 
in the urban area. 

- D1 :s are not sensitive to the surface roughness of the 
urban area. 

- D3  is sensitive to the average stack height, but 
otherwise D:s are insensitive to the mix of the stack 
parameters within the emission classes. 

These features are thoroughly discussed and the associated 
uncertainties are assessed with model simulations by Dennis 
(1978). As one might expect, the uncertainties due to the 
simplifications are highest in the case of high level point 
sources. However, the impact of high-level sources to the 
ground-level SO 2  concentrations is relatively low in most 
urban areas. Based on the above assumptions the dispersion 
parameter D(R)  is presented as a composition of the set of 
dispersion parameters Dikm(R),  which describe wind speed m 
and atmospheric stability k, i.e. 

D(R) =km1cm1cm 

where ffkm  (=meteorological frequency factor) is the 
frequency of occurrance in time of the particular atmospheric 
stability k, and the wind speed, m. The atmospheric stability 
is defined by three subdivisions. They are: 

k = 1 unstable atmosphere, 
k = 2 neutral atmosphere, 

= 3 stable atmosphere. 

The wind speed is defined by four general subdivisions. They 
are: 

m = 1 high wind speed (> 7.5 rn/s at 10 m height), 
m = 2 moderate wind speed (5-7.5 m/s) 
m = 3 low wind speed (2-5 m/s) 
m = 4 very low wind speed and/or calm (below 2 m/s). 

Hence, there are twelve (3x4) possible combination of atmo-
spheric stability (k) and wind speed (m). However, some of 
these combinations, e.g. the high wind speed, stable atmo-
sphere case, are very unlikely. 
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The form of dispersion parameter Di km  is 

in Dikm(R) = ajkm  + bjkm (lflR) + Cikm(lflR) 2 	(4.4) 

where ajkm, bikm  and Cjkm  are constants tabulated by Dennis 
(1978). For high-level point sources a stack adjustment 
factor for D is also provided. The coefficients are 
reproduced in Tables 4.3 to 4.6. 

The Air Pollution Dispersion Model seems to be the best-
documented and verified among the wise models. The method has 
been validated in detail for three cities, namely Madison and 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin (U.S.) and Vienna, Austria. For the 
Wisconsin cities detailed isopleths from a calibrated disper-
sion model were available for validation. For the three 
cities, calculated concentration was within 20 % of the ex-
pected exposure based on monitoring data and within 5 % of 
the expected exposure based on the isopleths provided by a 
complex air pollution dispersion model. The validation 
results are shown in Table 4.7 for Milwaukee, and in Table 
4.8 for Vienna. The agreement for both cities is good. The 
relative impacts (ig/m 3  per ton of emission) of the low-level 
area sources, medium-level point sources and high-level point 
sources are in the case of Milwaukee in the ratio 46:5:1. In 
Vienna the same ratio is 7 9:3:1. 

The Air Pollution Dispersion Model provides the annual 
average SO 2  concentration for an urban area. The damage 
models, e.g. the health impact model discussed below, may, 
however, require shorter temporal averages, e.g. the maximum 
24 h concentration. The method applied by the IIASA research 
group was to approximate the concentration distribution with 
a log-normal distribution. Any shorter-term average can thus 
be derived from the annual average by using the standard 
geometric deviation (GSD) of the distribution. The GSD was 
obtained from empirical data relatinj GSD and city size; in 
general the GSD decreased with increasing city size. Un-
fortunately, the relationship of the GSD to the city size is 
not given presented in the study case reports. 
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Table 4.3. Coefficients for the low-level area source 
dispersion parameters, D 1  (Dennis 1978). 

n(D 
1km ) 
	

1km 
a 	+ b 1km (LnR) 

8: units of 1gim 3 it per unit time 

R: units of kilometers 

Atmospheric Wind 
SCA Dispersion Kit Coefficients 

Stability Speed 
(k) (m) a lk  blkm  

Very low 6.3909 -1.4922 
Low 6.0746 -1.7241 

Unstable 
Moderate 5.9253 -1.7124 
High 5.7998 -1.6815 

Very low 7.7780 -1.5919 
Low 6.8432 -1.5998 

Neutral 
Moderate 6.2450 -1.6191 
High 5.8925 -1.6236 

Very low 7.3975 -0.8715 
Stable Low 7.2562 -1.2407 

Moderate 6.9757 -1.4334 

Table 4.4. Coefficients for the medium-level point source 
dispersion parameter, D2  (Dennis 1978). 

Ln(D 
2km ) 
	

2km 	2km 	2km 
a 	+ b 	(LnR) + c 	(tnR) 2  

D: units of 	pg/m 3/t per unit time 

R: units of kilometers 

Atmospheric Wind 
SCA Dispersion Kit Coefficients 

Stability Speed 
(k) (m) 

a 
2km 

b 
2km 

c 
2km 

Very low 2.6037 0.4189 -0.1112 

Low 3.2192 -0.8274 -0.0533 
Unstable 

Moderate 3.3518 -1.0820 -0.0074 

High 3.1275 -1.1379 0.0 

Very low 1.0435 0.4930 -0.2277 

Neutral 
Low 2.6678 -0.3045 -0.1340 

- 

Moderate 2.9945 -0.6299 -0.0940 

High 2.8857 -0.8039 -0.0695 

S table 
Very low -0.7426 1.2169 0.2785 

t.ow 0.8637 0.0345 -0.2300 



Table 4 . 5. Coefficients for the high- level point source 
dispersion parameter, D 3  (Dennis 1978) 

?.n(D 3km 	3km ) = a 	4 
b 3km 	 3km 

(nR) + c 	(L) 2  

0: Units of 10 	LJg/m 3/t per unit time 

R: Units of kilometers 

Atmospheric Wind SCA Dispersion Kit Coefficients 

Stability Speed 
(k) (m) a3k b 3 k m  C3k m  

Very LOW 1.1710 0.8849 -0.2837 

L.ow 1.0344 0.4271 -0.2301 
Unstable 

Moderate 0.5996 0.3266 -0.2164 

High 0.6470 0.2506 -0.2316 

Very Low -30.8007 19.5370 -3.1169 

Low -13.8196 7.9813 -1.2264 
Neutral 

Moderate -9.3807 6.2428 -1.1238 

High -6.2753 4.2501 -0.8205 

Stable 
Very Low -18.3797 

I 
8 0.0 

Low -44.5100 
[ 	

20.8940 -2.6537 

Table 4.6. Stack height adjustment factors for the high-level 
point source dispersion parameters D at given 
stack heights. (Dennis 1978). 

Stack Height 	(m) 
Ratio to Reference 

Stack Height 

High-level Point Source 
SCA Dispersion Parameter 

(03 ) Adjustment ractor 

80 0.40 3 .54 

100 0.61 2 .48 

150 0.91 1 .10 

165 1.00 1 .00 

200 1.21 0 .79 

250 1.52 0 .54 

300 1.82 0 .33 
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Table 4 .7. Air Pollution Dispersion Model validation for 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin (U.S.) . SO 2  comparison, 1973. 
(Dennis 1978) 

SO2 
Emissions 

It) 

SCA 
Method 

Exposure 

(u 	3 g/m ) 

Dispersion 
Model 

Exposure 

(pg/rn 3 ) 

Monitoring 
Data 

(pg/rn 3 

Area Sources 	
0 

Transportation 743 18.7 17.3 N.A. 

Residential G 
Coercial 8,605 

Point Sources 	(02) 
Industry 7,486 1.6 7.7 

Power Plants 	(D3 ) 139,800 6.1 

Subtotal 156,634 26.4 25.0 

Background 5.0 5.0 

TOTAL 31.4 30.0 35-40 

N.A. Not Applicable 

Table 4.8. The Air Pollution dispersion Model validation for 
Vienna, Austria. 802 comparison, 1974. (Dennis 
1978) 

SO2  
Emissions 

(t) 

SCA 
Method 

Exposure 

(p 	
3 

g/rn 	) 

Monitoring 
Data 

(pg/rn 3 

Area Sources 	
0 Residential & 

Corrnnercial 14,256 60.5 N.A. 

Point Sources 	(02) 
rndustry 11,462 21 

Power Plants 	CD 3 ) 14,877 0.8 

Subtotal 40,595 63.4 

Estimated Background 2-5 

TOTAL 65-68 69 

N.A. Not Applicable 



c) The SO2  Health Impact Model 

The SO 7  Health Impact Model provides a quantified estimate of 
human Fiealth impacts associated with a given SO 2  air 
pollution exposure. The model uses the annual arithmetical 
mean SO2  exposure and the population exposed as inputs. The 
impacts are expressed in terms of excess morbidity and 
premature mortality in certain groups of at-risk population. 
The follow of calculations in the model is shown in Figure 
.3. 

Output from 
Air Pollution 
Dispersion Model 

S02  exposu 
tical mean) 

Standard 
geometric 
deviation 

Output from 
Population Model 

Population 
exposed 

Population 
at risk 

Distribution of 
244our averaged 
exposure 

SO 2  
Exposure—response 
functions 

Excess 	 Premature 
mortality 	I 	I mortality 

Figure 4.3. Flow of calculations in the SO 2  Health Impact 
Model (Foell et al., 1981). 
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The dose-response functions used in the health impact model 
link health effects rather to the acid-sulphate aerosol 
exposure than to the SO 7  exposure. The relationship of 24- 
hour levels of suspended sulphate to SO2 concentration was 
presented in the form: 

Suspended sulphates (4g/m 3 ) = 9 + 0.003 • S0 2 (ig/m 3 ). (4.5) 
The dose-response function set is presented in Table 4.9. 

Table 4.9 Dose-response functions linking acid-sulphate 
exposure to selected health effects (Foell et al., 
1981). 

Threshold concentration of 

suspended sulfates for gwen 
Adverse health e ffec ta 	 exposure duration 	 Slope 	Intercept 

Increased daijy mortality 25 ig/m 3  for 24 hours or longer 0.00252 --0.0631 
(acute episodes) 

Aggravation of heart and lung 9 ,rgjm' for 24 hours or longer 0.0141 —0.127 
disease in elderly patients 

Aggravation of asthma 6-10 pg/rn 5  for 24 hours or longer 0.0335 --0201 
Excess acute lower respiratory 13 pgJm' for several years 0.0769 —1.000 

disease in children 
Excess risk for chronic bronchitis 

Nonsmokers 10 pgjrn' for up to 10 years 0.1340 —1.42 
Cigarette smokers 1$ JAgjm' for up to 10 years 0.0738 —1.14 

The adverse effects refer to the percentage by which the mortality or morbidity raics cxcced the 
expected rates, e.g., a 100 pg/rn 3  sulfate concentration for one day is estimated to increase cxpectcd 
mortality on that day by 18.9 percent. 

NOTES: The threshold concentrations for increased daily mortality, aggravation of asthma, and excess 
acute lower respiratory disease to children are based on four studies, the threshold concentration for 
aggravation of heart and lung disease in elderly patients is based on two studies, and the threshold con-
centrations for excess risk for chronic bronchitis arc based on six studies 
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7. Concluding remarks 

"We believe that the value of the work described here lies 
not in the originality or sophistication of the individual 
methods and models, but rather in the process and framework 
that integrate them to describe the overall energy/environment 
system of a region" is the advisable statement made by the 
model-builders themselves (Foell et al. 1981). Some of the 
models constituting the WISE system are, indeed, rather 
simple and coarse. With the exception of the Air Pollution 
Dispersion Model, the individual models appear to have little 
v :al ue outside the system. On the other hand, one should bear 
in mind that the system framework applied enables refinement 
of individual models and implementation of more sophisticated 
models in the system. 
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B. 	ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION FOR A RAPIDLY GROWING CITY IN A DEVELOPING 
COUNTRY 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this case study, we consider problems appearing in the 
planning of electricity production in a rapidly growing city, 
when local conditions emphasize the importance of environmental 
considerations. The study considered is not one that has 
actually been performed for real planning needs, nor does it 
refer to any real city. The properties of the city and of the 
planning situation are, instead, chosen to represent a combi-
nation of the properties of several actual cases. An attempt 
has been made to keep the study as realistic as possible 
without referring to any real planning case. For the case of 
presentation the details of the case are kept relatively simple. 
The same steps can and should, however, be taken in a real 
planning situation. 

The general setting of the planning situation is as follows: 

The city is situated in the tropics on a coastal location 
and surrounded by mountains and hills on the other three 
sides at a distance of 20-40 km from the city centre. 

The city has a rapidly growing population of about 
million. The total area of the city is about 500 km . The 
city centre, where the governmental and other major public 
buildings, hospitals etc. are located, covers 200 km'. Map 
of the city is shown in Fig. 4.4 

The electricity used in the city area is presently produced 
by three oil fired power plants, each of capacity 320 MW 
net. For peak load and reserve needs there are several gas 
turbine plants with the combined capacity of 500 MW. The 
environmental effects due to the gas turbine plants are 
small, therefore they are not considered further in this 
case study. The locations of the power plants are shown on 
the map (Fig. 4.4 ). 

The rapid growth in the consumption of electricity leads in 
near future to the need of 1000 MW additional supply of 
electricity. Three basic alternatives are considered for 
satisfying this need: 
(1) 	three new oil fired power plants of similar type as 

the existing ones to be situated in the city area, 
one large four unit coal fired power plant of 
capacity 4 x 250 MW situated at the periphery of 
the city, 
a coal fired plant as in case (ii), but situated 
about 100 kin from the city. 

For each basic alternative, various levels of emission 
control are considered. The possible locations in the city 
area are shown on the map (Fig. '.4 ). 
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Central city area 
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Em 	Buildings of exceptional significance 

	

• 	Existing oil fired power plant 

	

o 	Proposed site of oil fired power plant 

	

toN 	Proposed site of coal fired power plant 

	

Fig. 4,4 	Map of the city for the case study. 
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The goal of the study is to provide the decision makers with a 
comprehensive view of the economic and environmental conse-
quences of the various alternatives. No attempt is made to 
give the total economic equivalence of the environmental 
effects. Approximate monetary equivalents of individual effects 
should, however, always be indicated when available. 

Models are used to study the dispersion and transport of air 
pollutants. The comparative analysis of the alternatives is 
performed using straightforward calculations with the standard 
spread sheet programs for microcomputers. (The calculations 
are simple enough for being done without any computers, but 
microcomputers are of significant help.) No sophisticated 
modelling methods are used. 

2. Nature of environmental problems 

The location and meteorological conditions of the city area 
together with the relatively high level of activities producing 
pollutants (principally traffic, energy production, industry, 
and small stoves and fireplaces) lead to two types of problems 
related to air quality: 

- occasionally, during particularly adverse weather conditions 
the level of pollutants may reach values which cause acute 
health effects after several hours' or several days' expo-
sure, 

- in the long term the average level of pollutants is leading 
to both health and material damages in the city area and its 
surroundings. 

Besides the air quality the following environmental consequences 
of the various ways of producing electricity are also of signi-
ficance: 

- land use and scenic effects of the power plant itself, oil 
storage tanks or coal storage area and possibly of expanded 
port facilities, 

- transportation and storage of fly ash and possibly waste 
from flue gas desulphurization. 

Due to the proximity of the sea and several small rivers flowing 
through the city area the cooling of the power plants does not 
lead to significant environmental problems. 

The chronic health effects are potentially the most severe 
environmental problems in the city area. Although the electri-
city production is only a minor contributor to the episodes of 
high pollution level, care must be taken to prevent any increase 
in the severity of the pollution episodes. Actually expanding 
electrification of the city area may help in preventing serious 
pollution episodes through replacing polluting small stoves by 
electric cookers. 



3. Meteorological cónditons and the dispersion of pollutants 

The city is located in an area, where the main prevailing 
seasonal winds are relatively weak. The daily alternating sea 
and land breezes are thus the winds that most affect the 
dispersion of pollutants in the city. The sea breeze starts to 
blow a couple of hours after sunrise, is strongest in the 
early afternoon and turns into calm a few ours after sunset. 
Later in the night a weaker land breeze starts to blow in the 
opposite direction. 

The circulation cells of the sea and land breezes affect the 
dispersion of pollutants. The sea breeze may extend tens of 
kilometres inland and offshore. The return flow blows from 
land to sea at a relatively high altitude (1500 - 3000 m). In 
open areas the wind speed of the sea breeze reaches values of 
more than 5 rn/s. The land breeze is in general weaker and of 
lesser extent. The altitude of the return flow is about 500 m. 

The strong solar radiation and relatively weak winds lead to 
strong heating of the near-surface air masses. This changes 
the vertical distribution of the temperature to over-adiabatic 
and results in the loss of stability and in turbulent air 
flow. In such circumstances the exhaust plume from the power 
plant stack gets strongly mixed with the surrounding air and 
may touch the ground near the source. The concentration of 
pollutants may occasionally reach high values within about 2-
5 km around the source depending on the stack height. These 
values are, however, usually not high enough to cause by them-
selves acute health effects. Due to the mixing of air masses 
the level of pollutants from low level sources is in these 
situations relatively low. Thus the contribution of power 
plants with high stacks to the acute health effects is small. 

When the surface cools at night the vertical temperature 
distribution changes and the air masses are stable. Then the 
exhaust plume from a high stack gets dispersed very slowly and 
usually touches the ground far from the source (often on the 
hillsides tens of kilometres away). At these distances the 
concentrations are already much lower and adverse short term 
effects are usually absent or weak. Long term effects may, 
however, be more important. 

In the presence of alternating land and sea breeze and in the 
absence of strong prevailing winds a somewhat complicated 
pattern of dispersion of pollutants appears. The daytime 
circulation cell and the relatively strong mixing caused by 
the instability of the daytime air masses over the land together 
with the nighttime land breeze may lead to accumulation of 
polluted air over the sea during the night. When the sea breeze 
starts to blow in the morning it may bring this polluted air 
onshore and cause a period of high level of pollutants in the 
city area. 

For quantitative results a more detailed analysis of each 
particular alternative is necessary. In this analysis the 
distribution of pollution resulting from each proposed power 
plant has to be determined. For most purposes the cumulative 
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distributions over long time periods are most significant. In, 
addition it is necessary to consider separately episodes of 
very high pollution levels appearing during the most unfavorable 
meteorological conditions. 

The long term average pollution levels may be estimated using 
data on distributions of wind direction and speed, on other 
meteorological conditions and on the properties of the pollution 
source. The determination of the amount of emissions is in 
practice completely separate from the study of the dispersion 
of pollutants in the atmosphere and their deposition on the 
ground. The properties of the stack (height and diameter) and 
the amount and temperature of the flue gases affect, however, 
the dispersion. 

A relatively simple approach that gives adequate results for the 
long term average levels of air quality in the city area is that 
applied by the Wisconsin-IIASA team and described in chapter IV 
A. In the method only the variations in wind speed and vertical 
stability are taken into account. The main limitations of this 
method can be identified through the knowledge of the dominant 
local meteorological conditions, in particular wind patterns. 
In the present case the most important additional factor to be 
taken into account is the alternation of sea breeze and land 
breeze. Taking into account also the stack height an approximate 
correction to the simpler approach can be estimated. More 
quantitative results require further measurements to be per-
formed in the city area. Knowledge of the behaviour of the 
emissions from the older plants may be sufficient for quite 
precise conclusions. 

Theoretical estimation of the frequency and severity of 
meteorological conditions leading to high pollution episodes is 
very difficult. The only reliable starting point is in past 
meteorological observations. Comparison of the altitude of the 
mixing layer and the effective stack height (including plume 
rise) allows then one to estimate the significance of the 
proposed power plant to the pollution level in the particular 
meteorological conditions being considered. If the pollution 
episodes are a severe problem, the stack should be high enough 
to prevent the power plant from contributing to the most severe 
episodes. 

As the city is surrounded by mountains and hills and as the 
dominant wind pattern is regular, it is possible that the 
pollution level reaches regularly relatively high values in 
some areas in the hillsides facing the city. This may happen 
at a distance, where the concentration of photo-oxidants (in 
particular ozone) has reached higher values than near the 
source. In such cases significant damage to the growth of 
crops may occur. This has to be taken into account in a 
comprehensive analysis of environmental impacts. 

4. Properties of the power plants and typical fuels 

The properties of the basic power plant alternatives are given 
in tables 4.10 and 4.11. The basic plants are not equipped with 



any emission control devices except for the electrostatic 
precipitators in the coal fired plant. For the coal fired 
plant the possibility of adding flue gas desuiphurization 
equipments is included as an alternative. The technical 
properties of the FGD method considered are given in table 4.12 
The choice of the FGD method to be used is a separate problem 
affected by several local factors. It is, however, assumed 
here that one method with the properties listed in table 4.12 
has been chosen as the method to be used, if FGD is to be 
7plied at all. 

Table 4.10 Properties of the oil fired condensing power plant 

Net effect (electric) 
Stack height 
Stack diameter (inside) 
Fuel consumption at 320 MWe 
Amount of flue gases 
Temperature of flue gases 
Particulate control 
Flue gas desuiphurization 
Typical fuel 
-- Type: Heavy fuel oil (viscosity 50 0E at 500C) 

Density 	 0.97 kg/din3  
Heating value (lower) 	40.5 MJ/kg 
Sulphur content 	 2.8 % 

Emissions at nominal power (320 MWe ) 
Sulphur dioxide (SO2) 	3 660 kg/h 
Oxides of nitrogen TNOx ) 	320 kg/h 
Particulates 	 170 kg/h 

Table 4.11. Properties of the coal fired condensing power plant 

Number of units 4 
Net effect (electric) per unit 250 MW 
Thermal effect per unit 600 MW 
Stack height 150 m 
Stack diameter (inside) (one per unit) 4 m 
Fuel consumption at 250 MWe 95 th 
Amount of flue gases per unit 815 000 m /h (NTP) 
Temperature of flue gases 130 °C 
Particulate control efficiency 99.1 % 
Flue gas desuiphurization none 
Typical fuel 

Type: Bituminous medium-sulphur coal 
Moisture 10 % 
Heating value (lower) 24.6 MJ/kg 
Ash coxtent (of dry weight) 14 % 
Sulphur content (of dry weight) 2.5 % 

Emissions at nominal power (1000 MWe) 
Sulphur dioxide (SO2) 14 500 kg/h 
Oxides of nitrogen TNOx ) 3 500 kg/h 
Particulates 200 kg/h 

320 MW 
200 m 

69 
4m 
m3/h 

830 000 m3 /h (NTP) 
215 °C 

none 
none 



2.5 % 
90 % 

wet 
stone (CaCO3) 
7 800 kg/h 

$40 It 
4.7 MW 
900 kg(S)/h 

10 	300 kg/h 

during constr.) 40 000 000 $ 

%, life 15 a) 5 200 000 $/a 
1 000 000 $/a 
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Table 4.12. Properties of the FGD plant for one coal fired 
boiler unit (600 MW thermal) 

Design sulphur content of fuel 
Sulphur removal efficiency (average) 
Method 
Chemical 	 lime 
Consumption of chemical (CaCO3) 
Cost of chemical (at power station) 
Electricity consumption 
Amount of sulphur removed 
Amount of waste produced 
Costs: 
Investment (mci. interest 
Fixed costs: 
Capital charges (inter. 10 
Other fixed costs 
Variable costs: 
Chemical 
Electricity 
Waste disposal and other costs 
Combined costs for capacity utilization 
of 5 200 h/a 
Corresponding cost per sulphur removed 

1.25 $/MWhe  
0.75 $/MWhe  
0.40 $/MWhe  

7.15 $/MWh 
2 000 $/t(S? 

S. Assessment of the alternatives 

A typical feature of most short or medium term planning problems 
for electricity production is that the number of basic 
alternatives is fairly small, but a large number of variants 
can be presented of each basic alternative. The relative 
assessment of the alternatives includes then two distinct 
stages: comparison of the basic alternatives and comparison of 
the variants of one basic alternative at the time. 

Usually it is most convenient to start with a preliminary 
comparison of the basic alternatives; this may allow dropping 
one or more of them from more detailed analysis. Next a nearly 
optimal variant of each basic alternative should be selected 
for the final choice between the basic alternatives. Finally 
at the detailed planning level the chosen alternative should 
be assessed carefully to obtain the best solution taking into 
account economic aspects, properties of the energy system, and 
the environmental factors. In the presentation of the case 
study we cannot go through all these steps. Instead, we outline 
a comparison of a few alternatives at a level, which corresponds 
most closely to the first step, but contains some features of 
the later steps as 'ell. 

In Table 4.13 a list of factors taken into account in the case 
study is given and comments related to their quantifiability are 
given. In a comparison one should always remember that quanti-
fiability is not a measure of importance, i.e. nonquantifiable, 
even intangible damages are often among the most important. On 
the other hand one cannot give arbitrarily large weight to 
nonquantif led factors as this would also lead to biased deci- 
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sions. In the present case the following chain of considerations 
can be used: 

The power plant should not contribute to acute health 
effects. This requirement can be satisfied well enough in 
several ways: 
- building the power plant outside the city area, 
- using filters and flue gas desuiphurization, or 
- using high stacks (150 - 200 m) and in case of coal 

electrostatic precipitators. 

Calculate the emissions and other quantitative environment-
ally significant properties of each power plant alternative,. 

Estimate the damages of SO2  emissions on health (chronic 
effects), crops, buildings and materials for each alterna-
tive. Give them in monetary terms whenever possible. In 
other cases give a rough guideline to compare effects not 
given in monetary terms units to each other and to monetary 
units. This step is to be based on results of step 2 and 
on data on population densities, location of buildings and 
other valuable structures and on information on agriculture 
in the most affected areas. Other areas can be taken into 
account using rough average values for population and 
economic activities. 

List and describe other potentially important environmental 
consequences and whatever can be said about their magnitude 
and information. 

Calculate the direct costs of each alternative and their 
economic value as part of the electricity network taking 
into account the need for reserve and peaking power and 
the reliability of the alternative. 

As the comparison includes monetary valued, other quantitative 
as well as difficult-to-quantify factors, which may all be 
important, the analyst can give a direct recommendation only 
in an exceptionally clear case. Otherwise the decision must be 
left to political decision makers or politically responsible 
governmental officials. 

Here we do not present conclusions for a specific case, as 
they might rather be misleading than useful, when the approach 
is used in a practical situation. We do not either give coef-
ficients that can be used in calculating the detriments due to 
a particular amount of pollutants or a particular level of air 
pollution. This is, because a considerable amount of discussion 
should then be included on the accuracy, reliability, and 
other factors affecting the proper way of using these coeff i-
cients. Information on the coefficients is presented ,e.g., in 
other publications of the Energy Report Series (ERS) of UNEP. 
Some coefficients used in a particular model setting are also 
given in section A. They should only be used in a practical 
planning problem, if proper care is taken to check their 
applicability to the situation studied. 
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Table 4.13. Quantif lability of economic and environmental factors 

Quantifiability 	Remarks 

Economic 
factors: 

Cost of power 
plant 

Quantifiable in 
monetary units. 
Presented usually as 
levelized annual 
costs in comparison 
of energy production 
costs. 

Financing arrangements 
and need of foreign 
currencies are also of 
central importance. 

Network con- 	Quantifiable in 	Differs significantly 
struction costs monetary units. (See only if the power plant 

above) 	is situated outside the 
city area. 

Fuel costs and Quantifiable in Domestic fuels may be 
costs of opera- monetary units preferred even at sig- 
tion nificantly higher cost. 

Costs of envi- Quantifiable in Typically includes: 
ronmental pro- monetary units, plant investments, 
tection measures Contains both chemicals for flue gas 

investment and desulphurization and 
operational costs, operational costs. 

Costs related to 
energy system 

Peaking and 
reserve power 

Transmission 
losses and costs 

Quantifiable in 
monetary units. 

Quantifiable in 
monetary units. 

Includes both expendi-
ture used to improve 
reliability and losses 
due to black-outs. 

Depends on the structure 
of national network. 

Environmental 
factors 

Emissions of 	Quantifiable in 	An intermediary quanti- 
pollutants 	physical units. 	ty, used to estimate 

damages, many of which 
are detailed below. 
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Air quality in Quantifiable in As above 
city area physical units using 
(long term meteorological 
average) dispersion models. 

Air quality in Frequencies can be An intermediary quantity 
city area estimated. The most related to acute health 
(pollution severe episodes are effects (see below). 
episodes) very difficult to 

estimate. 

Air quality and Approximately quan- An intermediate quantity 
deposition of tifiable in physical related principally to 
chemical pollut- units. The chemical losses to crops, forests 
ants 	outside transformation and aquatic ecosystems. 
the city area during the transport 

insufficiently 
known. 

Releases of heat Quantifiable in Insignificant damages in 
to water or air physical terms. the present case. 

Acute health Stochastic risk Due to stochastic nature 
effects quantifiable with of pollution episodes 

poor accuracy. good accuracy is not 
Monetary equivalence obtainable even with 
not objectively very good knowledge of 
quantifiable. contributing factors. 

Chronic health Quantifiable with Occur mainly in the city 
effects poor accuracy. area, but possibly also 

Monetary equivalence outside. 
not objectively 
quantifiable. 

Damage to bull- Quantifiable with Damage to historical 
dings and struc- poor accuracy, monuments etc. most 
tures partly also in difficult to value. 

monetary units. 

Damage to crops Partly quantifiable, Effects of ozone best 
then usually also in known. Damages can be 
monetary units, alleviated through 
partly unknown at change of crops. 
present. 

Damage to 	Only very rough 	Even the relative impor- 
forests 	limits for order of tance of different 

magnitude can be 	pollutants is unknown, 
given, 	but the potential damage 

is very large in many 
areas. 
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Often due to interna-
tional transport of 
acids (SO2, SO3, NOR)  in 
atmosphere. 

Risk levels of acid 
deposition are 
known. Potential 
damage can be esti-
mated based on 
present value of 
fish etc. in rivers 
and lakes. 

Easily described for 
a particular pro-
ject. Difficult to 
value in monetary 
units. 

Damage to 
aquatic eco-
systems 

Land use, scenic 
values etc. 

Losses related to land 
use are not necessarily 
equal to the price of 
land area. 

Quantifiable from 
statistical data. 

Gross effects quan-
tifiable, quanti-
fication of net 
effects compared to 
alternative choices 
is more difficult. 

Mining activities etc. 
are left outside the 
case study. 

Overall effect may be 
positive or negative, 
and is usually more 
important if the plant 
is situated outside the 
city area. 

Other factors 

Occupational 
health effects 
and accidents 

Employment and 
other social 
effects 
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C. SULPHUR EMISSIONS FROM ENERGY PRODUCTION IN A DEVELOPED COUNTRY 

1. 	INTRODUCTION 

The emissions of sulphur oxides (mainly sulphur dioxide, SO2) 
have been recognized as one of the most serious causes of 
environmental damage in Europe and Northern America. Therefore 
in many countries national policies have been introduced to cut 
the emissions to a lower level than at present. Sulphur dioxide 
as well as S0 3  and suiphates formed from SO 2  in the atmosphere 
are transported long distances in the atmosphere and cause 
thus an international environmental problem. Consequently, an 
international agreement has been signed by a number of countries 
requiring the participating countries to reduce their sulphuric 
emissions by at least 30 % from the level of 1980 before the 
year 1993. In many countries, including Finland, with which this case 
study will deal. More demanding goals have been proposed or set as national policies. 

The long distance transport of sulphur oxides means that the 
total amount of emissions is a most significant quantity. This 
is contrary to locally deposited pollutant, where one should 
consider each source of pollution separately in its local 
settings. The long distance transport does, however, not mean 
that the air pollution and sulphuric depositions would be 
evenly distributed over the whole affected area. 

From the point of view of formulating environmental policy, the 
international agreements and the significance of the total 
amount of emissions make it meaningful to formulate guidelines 
that concentrate on reducing the total emissions with lowest 
achievable costs for the national economy. This is one approach 
chosen in studying, how the sulphuric emissions should be 
reduced in Finland. 

The optimal way of reducing the sulphuric emissions should, 
however, take into account also the actual damage caused by 
the domestic sulphur emissions on health, lakes, forests, and 
materials. These damages do not depend on the total amount 
emitted only, but also on the locations and stack heights of 
the sources. The estimation of the damages is, however, beset 
with great difficulties arising from the lack of knowledge on 
the impact some particular level of pollution or deposition will 
An intermediate analysis estimating the average ground level concentration 
and deposition of suiphates (including sulphuric acid) in each part of the 
country, may thus be the most useful quantitative analysis achievable today. 

In this section brief description will be given of some appioaches used 
in analysing the policy options for limiting sulphur emissions that arise 
from energy production in Finland. 
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2. Limiting the total amount of sulphuric emissions 

As in most countries, energy production is the largest source 
of sulphuric emissions in Finland, although the process 
industry, in particular pulp manufacture, releases about 40 % 
of the total emissions. The emissions due to process industry 
are going to be reduced through renewal of industrial processes 
and improved methods for retaining the sulphur containing 
chemicals in the process. The costs of speeding significantly 
up the reduction of sulphur emissions from the process industry 
appear to be higher than the costs of reducing the emissions 
from energy production. Thus the energy production offers the 
best opportunities to affect the amount of sulphur emissions 
through policy decisions. 

The oil products (dominantly heavy heating oil) and oil 
refineries are presently (1984 data) responsible for about 
40 % of the total sulphur emissions. This contribution has 
been rapidly decreasing due to diminishing consumption of oil 
in power plants. Simultaneously the consumption of coal has 
remained at a relatively low level thanks to good availability 
of hydro and nuclear power. In the coming years the need for 
coal fired electricity production is going to increase and 
contribute to the sulphur emissions. None of the existing 
power plants has FGD equipment (decision on the first has been 
made), but the sulphur content of coal used in Finland is on 
the average about 1 % and thus not particularly high. 

A more detailed understanding of the expected development of the 
sulphur emissions has been obtained through a detailed analysis 
of the future energy system. In this analysis all large produc-
tion units have been handled individually and the smaller 
units as subsets corresponding to the location and the type of 
energy produced. The total expected emissions have then been 
determined on the basis of the energy produced by each unit or 
subset of small units, the fuel mix of the unit or subset, 
sulphur content of each fuel, and a technical coefficient 
describing the share of sulphur emitted in flue gases. 

All the above calculations have been performed using personal 
computer and commercial spreadsheet program Working with 
these technical aids is very straightforward, all the problems 
being related to the collection of data and building up the 
energy production scenario for years 1990 and 1995 considered 
in the study. 

The above analysis of expected developments can then be used 
as a starting point for analyzing policy options. The costs of 
different ways of reducing the sulphur emissions can be deter-
mined and fed to the spreadsheet calculational systems. The 
technical options include: 

- adding FGD equipment to each large unit, 
- replacing future conventional units by less polluting 

alternative technologies, e.g. fluidized bed combustion, 
- 	switching fuels, e.g. from coal to natural gas, 
- importing fuels with lover sulphur content, 
- 	cleaning fuels. 

For each option one should specify the limits of the technically 
and economically achievable reductions in emissions as well as 
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the cost per unit of sulphur removed from the emissions. The 
capital costs and operational costs are given separately. 

The policy options include 

- limiting further the concentration of pollutants in 
flue gases, 

- limiting the emissions per unit of energy produced, 
- requiring FGD for large units, 
- 	limiting the sulphur content of the fuels, 
- introducing taxation dependent on the amount of emis-

sions. 

Each type of policy option can be varied by changing the limits 
on pollutants and set of power plants, to which each type of 
limitation applies. 

Based on the above data policy options can be analyzed as 
follows: 

- determine the consequences of the policy for each 
option for reducing the emissions, 

- use the spreadsheet system to calculate the resulting 
reductions in total emissions and the resulting costs 
due to implementing the policy. 

One can easily proceed to compare many different options. The 
more advanced features of the spreadsheet programs can be used 
to automatize a large fraction of the work: The consequences of 
the policy can be determined automatically using conditional 
clauses in the spreadsheet. This is particularly useful for 
alternatives that differ only in quantitative details. 

The detailed description of the energy system on the unit 
level allows one also to check, which energy producers are 
going to be economically affected. This helps in deciding, 
whether the economic burden should be redistributed in some way. 

Regional analysis of emissions and damages 

Indicating the location of each individually described unit by 
geographical coordinates and using a sufficiently fine grid in 
defining the subclasses of the remaining units it is possible 
to determine precisely the areal distribution of emissions. 
Using information on stack heights, detailed meteorological 
data and dispersion models one may then construct precise maps 
for the average concentration of pollutants from domestic 
sources. In line with the present analysis it is for many 
purposes sufficient to perform a simpler analysis that can be 
completed using the same spreadsheet program as in the earlier 
steps. 

This approximate regional analysis is based on the following 
steps: 

Divide the country into a number of distinct areas. 
Determine and tabulate transport coefficients that 
indicate, which average fraction of emissions in area 
I is deposited in area j and which ground level 
concentration results in area j from a unit emission 
in area i. This is to be done for all pairs i and j. 
No further knowledge on the dispersion is to be used 
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in the analysis. (It is, however, possible to use 
different coefficients for different stack heights.) 
Determine the total emissions in each area (possibly 
divided according to stack height). 
Calculate the deposition and ground level concentration 
in each area using coefficients from step 2 and 
emissions from step 3. 

Steps 3 and 4 are to be repeated for each scenario for energy 
production and pollution control. 

As stated in the introduction to this chapter it is at present 
not possible to estimate with reasonable accuracy the damages 
due to such levels of SO 2  concentration and acid deposition 
that are likely to occur in Finland. It is, however, known 
that certain lakes are particularly susceptible to acidifica-
tion. It is also apparent that certain increase in the SO 2  
concentration is more harmful in areas, which are more heavily 
affected by other sources of pollution. Thus one can with fair 
justification make comparisons between alternatives that differ 
mainly with respect to the location of the sources. It may 
also be prudent to set more strict limitations on emissions in 
some areas than in the others. 



CHAPTER V 

ENERGY-ENVIRONMENT OPTIMIZATION MODELS 

A. INTRODUCTION 

From the discussion in the last two chapters it could be concluded 
that in spite of the fact that several methods and tools are 
available to incorporate the environmental factors into energy 
planning and decision-making processes, energy-environment models 
with the exception of few cases have not yet proven themselves as 
one of the most efficient and commonly used tool in energy planning. 
The reasons have been extensively discussed in chapter III. Again 
with the exception of few cases, the models available have generally 
addressed themselves directly to the most complicated issue in 
environmental assessment and management, via, the comparative 
assessment of the environmental impacts of energy production and use 
and their cost/benefit analysis. 

Altough it is possible to collect data on the residuals, emissions 
and health hazards of energy sources and it would be very useful to 
consult and use them in the energy planning process, the first phase 
of this study on the comparative assessment has demonstrated that 
these data alone could not be used to undertake a complete 
comparison among energy sources in all cases. This was mainly 
because the environmental impacts of the different energy sources 
vary in magnitude, duration, nature and even in space, i.e., in the 
place of their occurarice. For this reason it was necessary to 
undertake a separate study on the cost/benefit analysis of the 
environmental impacts of energy sources, which was the subject of 
phase II of the study on the comparative assessment. 

This latter study on the cost/benefit analysis enabled us to go one 
step further and to estimate and compare in several pratical cases 
the costs and benefits of those environmental impacts of energy 
sources which we could only compare, in phase I, their emissions, 
residual and the health hazards. It also provided us, using 
illustrated examples and practical cases, with several methods to 
undertake the cost/benefit analysis. 

The two studies have also assisted in pointing out the serious gaps 
in information on the environmental impacts of the production and 
use of energy and the difficulty in undertaking a comprehensive 
cost/benefit analysis. An extremely important result of both studies 
was that the environmental impacts of the production and use of 
energy is very much site specific. A coal power plant built in an 
industirial country like FRG or USA dos necessarily have the same 
environmental impacts as a similar plant built in a developing 
country like Algeria or Brazil. Similarly a nuclear power plant 
built in a densely populate country like the Netherlands would 
hardly have the same environmental risks as a similar one built in a 
sparely populated country as Finland or Kenya and so on. 

It was also felt that in spite of the important guidance the two 
studies offer to decision-makers, planners and scientists there 
still exists a need of developing that "yard stick" which the 
planners and decision makers can use to incorporate the 
environmental factor into their final planning and decision-making 
processes and allow them to take into account the characteristics of 
each site. Hence was the decision of undertake this study. 
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In this chapter a practical approach together with an example will 
be given on a selected technique to incorporate the environmental 
factor into an existing energy optimization model. 

B. THE NECESSARY CHAIN OF ACTIONS AND ACTIVITIES 

The energy-environment optimization models to be discussed in this 
chapter are far from being an overall complex energy-environment 
model as the one developed by IIASA (see IV.A). They are meant to be 
used as a tool to incorporate the environmental factor into energy 
decision making process rather than a substitute to a planner or a 
decisionmaker. Hence there is a chain of actions and activities to 
be taken and undertaken before being able to use effectively the 
optimization models. 

Two important human decions have to be made before proceeding with 
the optimization model. ) The first, on the environment line 
concerning the accepted levels of risk and pollution of the energy 
sources under consideration. The second, on the energy line 
concerning the scenarios to be fed to the model. The chain of 
actions and activities is simplified in fig. 5.1. The energy and 
environmental lines are merged together before going to the 
optimization model. The interactions between the different stages in 
the two lines is not shown to avoid complicating the diagramme. 

Brief explanations of the different activities and data preparation 
processes is given below. It goes without saying that several other 
models and mathematical codes could be used at the stages preceeding 
the optimization process. However, discussion of these models and 
codes will not be considered below. 

1. The environment line 

a) Collection of data on the residuals, emissions and health hazards 
of energy sources should concentrate only on these energy sources 
under consideration which are to be fixed in consultation with 
people working on the energy line. International literatures, as 
UNEP's and OECD publications, as well as national measurements 
should be consulted. In other words this step may be called risk 
identification. 

*) It is also possible, as will be explained later, to compare 
through an iteration process the economic implications of several 
decisions before making the final decision. 
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Thr next step is an analysis on risk assessment and management 
which embraces both the determination of levels of risk and the 
social evaluation of the risks. Risk determination consists of 
estimating the likelihood and magnitude of the occurance of the 
risks which were already identified in the preceeding step on 
collection of data. Risk evaluation measures the acceptable 
levels of societal risk and the methods of avoiding them. 
Several sources could be consulted in this respect e.g. UNEP 
19 a, UNEP/IAEA/WHO 199 and UNEP/IAEA/WHO 1981. 

The next procedure consists of undertaking a cost/benefit 
analysis of the environmental impacts of those energy sources to 
be considered in the optimization. Its purpose is not, to assign 
monetary value to all the impacts, but rather to concentrate on 
giving estimates of the costs of controlling pollution or 
decreasing a certain environmental risk. The benefits of these 
actions should be then described in terms of money-saved, 
mortality, morbidity or deterioration of natural resources or 
historical monuments which would be occured in case this 
pollution control/risk management actions were not taken. The 
purpose of this step is to provide the decision maker with the 
information which he needs in order to decide upon the level of 
risk which the society would accept. Since this is an extremely 
important and difficult decision it should be taken at the 
highest level in view of its political implications. In some 
countries this is entrusted to the Parliament, in others to the 
Cabinet or a Ministery. Among the different background 
information needed, a risk/cost diagramme for each risk in 
question (acid rain, radiation control, particulate control, 
etc..) would certainly be helpful (fig. 5.2). 
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Fig. 5.2. Risk/costs relationship. 
For details please refer to IJNEP (1985b) 
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Next we come to the decision-making stage. With the help of the 
information collected and prepared in the preceeding stages 
decision/decisions should be made as to the levels of risk to be 
accepted by the society. For a fossil power plant one would 
expect a decision on the efficiency of scrubbing particulates, 
sulphur dioxide (so2 ), maximum temperature of thermal charges, 
.tc.. For a nuclear power plant one might expect an upper limit 
for the risk of nuclear plants including radioactivity releases 
both at normal operation and in case of an accident, etc. These 
decisions have serious societal and economic effects. The 
societal effects should be analysed and studied in details. The 
economic effects would be studied through the optimizing models. 
This is anohter advantage of the optimizing models, viz, they 
could be used in the making of decisions about the levels of 
accepted risk. The planner can assume certain values and study 
their economic implications. 

After deciding upon the accepted levels of risk of the different 
energy sources it is not difficult to estimate, using information 
from the cost/benefit analysis undertaken, the corresponding 
costs of risk management and pollution control. This information 
are to be fed to the model as input data. 

2. Energy line 

The stages of preparing the information on the energy line are tIe' 
straightforward procedures of data collection and preparation for an 
energy optimization model (please refer to chapter II). The decision 
on the selection of scenarios is usually made at the expert level. 

C. ENERGY-ENVIRONMENT OPTIMIZATION MODEL 

The main emphasize will be, as in the preceeding chapters, on energy 
optimization models for the electric power system. This is because 
the electric power system is usually the most important energy 
producing system in a given country and also, as has been 
demonstrated in phase I of the study on the comparative assesment, 
because the methods used here could be extended to other end uses as 
heat generation and mechanical energy (UNEP 19a). 

Several optimization models have been developed and are beings used 
successfully in energy planning all-over the world. A few of them 
were discussed in chapter II. Many of these models could be adopted 
to include the environmental factor. 

The main conditions that the model should satisfy are: 

The models should be simple in construction and 
easy to use. This will faciliate the integration of 
the environment factor into the model. 

The model should be comprehensive and should 
include the optimization of thermal as well as 
hydro and other (renewable energy) power plants. 



It should be possible to operate the model on more 
than one level, e.g., on national as well as on 
regional levels. 

Both reliability and accuracy of the model should 
be known. This implies earlier testing of the 
model. 

The model should provide means to include a 
technique to accomodate uncertainties, perferably 
in the form of probabilistic functions. 

The model should be suitable to be used as sub-
routine to other models/codes (which funtions, 
e.g., are those given in the blocks of fig. 5.1) to 
form and overall general energy-environment model 
if it is so desired. 

The model should optimize at the same time the 
operation of the power plants and the distribution 
of the storable hydropower throughout the year. 

The model should enable the determination of the 
main configuration of the optimum expansion of the 
power system within established environmental, 
technical and economic constraints. 

1. The outlines of a suitable energy optimization model. 

The conditions listed above could be found in a number of models. 
One of them viz, ESOREM, was developed within the frame of a Joint 
Finnish/Swedish Project (ElMahgary and Larsson 1976). The main 
features of the model and the possible modifications to be made in 
order to include the environment factor into the optimization 
process will be briefly discussed in the following. 

a) 	Main features of the ESOREM 

The representation chosen for the production system is shown in 
figure 5.3. The total water inflow is divided into storable and 
nonstrorable hydro power. The latter must be used instantaneously 
when it is available, or it will be lost, whereas the former could 
be stored to be used at peak load. A nuclear layer which consists of 
back-pressure and condensing plants can be specified. After that 
follows the fossil layer which, in turn, might consist of numerous 
sublayers; e.g. back-pressure industrial, back-pressure heating, 
fossil base-load plants and fossil intermediate load plants. The 
hydro system is characterized by constraints with respect to the 
minimum amount of flow to be maintained in the river throughout the 
year. Operation constraints on the thermal plants are given in the 
form of availability factors at different time segments of the year. 
Up to 13 different values for the availability could be given to 
each plant group per year. 

The transport and handling cost are, included in the running costs 
of each plant. The representations of the system through time is 
approximated by modelling the system operation in hlsnapshotH  years, 
and interpolating for the intervening years. 



a) Optimum operation of the electrical system 

The detailed operation of the plants of the system is determined by 
minimizing the following objective function: 

minimize the sum of the running costs i.e., 

I 	J crk = 	X2  P1 h cr 
i=l j=l 

where 

cr 	the running costs of plant group i 

crk 	the total running costs in the year type k 

i 	plant group 

j 	time segment of the year 

X] 	level of operation of plant group i in time segment j 
Xij 	1 

aij 	availability of plant group i in time segment j 

Pi 	power of plant group i 

(5.1) 

h 	number of hours in time segment j 

The minimization is performed subject to the following constraints: 

- 	Total energy demand for each time segment of the year should 
be satisfied 

- 	Hydro energy production should, in each time segment, be 
greater than the minimum run-of-river. 

- 	At the final runs the level of the water reservoir should in 
each periodbe within the given limits. 



b) Optimum plant mix of the electric system 

In order to determine the optimum plant mix the capital costs should be 
included in equation (5.1). The objective function will then read; 

minimize 

T 	K 	I 
C q  = 	r 	{j 	Wk crk + 	ci f'} 
1=1 i=l 	k=l 	i=l 

where 

CEg 	total costs 

discount factor 

(5.2) 

Wk 	weight factor for year type k 

C 	capital costs of plant i 

- 	year considered in the study 

T 	number of years included in the study 

In order to avoid complicating the optimizing process with data and 
variables that are not directly influencing the power system, the 
expansion of fossil industrial and heating back- pressure plants is 
determined according to known expansion plans. 

The year is divided into 13 equal time-segments. The maximum and 
minimum power demand in each time segment is given. The load duration 
curve in each time segment is approximated by a linear form, thus the 
energy demand in each time segment will be represented by a trapezoid. 
The model starts to satisfy the demand using all nonst.rable hydro 
power taking into account that the minimum run-of-river, should not be 
outstripped. There-after, the the model continues to satisfy the demand 
using thermal plants and starting with the plant or plant group of 
minimum running costs until the total energy demand of the time segment 
under consideration is satisfied. The model considers then the next 
time segment until the demand of the whole year is satisfied using 
non-storable hydro-power, thermal power and rational plants, if 
necessary. After that, the program begins to substitute rational and 
peak load plants by storable hydro power starting with the time segment 
where the production of the peakpower plants is maximum. At the same 
time the reservoir level is adjusted and necesary modification in the 
electricity production of the different layers in other time segments 
are carried out. 



2. 	Incorporation of the environmental factor into energy 
optimization models 

In order to incorporate the environmental factor into the energy 
optimization process it is necessary to introduce new term into the 
objective function, and the constraints if necessary. Having decided 
upon the accepted level of risk for the different energy system the 
costs of the technology/actions needed to ensure that level have to be 
estimated. In general there will be additional terms to equation 5.2 
whicn will read. 

minimize 

T 	K 	I 
C Eg 	Ev + C = 	r 	Nk (erk + erEv ) + 	(C + CEV) Pi 

k=l 	i=l 

where CEV , cr 	CIEv refer to the total, running and investment costs 
of the technorogy or the actions needed to be used/taken to ensure that 
the environmental conditions will be within the levels accepted. 

In the case a of coal plant, e.g., Cr 	and Ci 	will directly be equal 
Ev 	Ev 

to the additional running and investment costs of introducing e.g. the 
Sulphur Dioxide/particulates, scrubbing technologies if a decision is 
made to control these pollutants. Again in the case of a nuclear power 
plant the actions needed to decrease the risk of, e.g., a major reactor 
accident to a certain level, could be analysed into investement and 
running costs which could be then inserted to equation 5.3) and so on. 

Costs of the pollution control/risk management as could be seen from 
the ojective function has not to be the same for different plants. 
Hence the level of pollution control could be site specific if it is so 
desired. This gives a considerable flexibility in connection with 
environment management and policy. 

Figure 5.3. Simplified representation of the electrical 
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